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Christian Mische,
Drive Technology Product
Manager, Beckhoff

Technological innovations improve
everyday life and make work easier
I recently bought a robotic lawnmower, which handles the chore of

and the servo drive. On the servo drive side, screws and a sensor plug

grass cutting: from spring to autumn, it manoeuvres around the lawn

are no longer required.

and keeps the grass trimmed, doing my work for me. The new “family
member” makes my technician’s heart beat faster every time I see it.

Another example of optimization is the integrated, tool-free AX
Bridge connection system, which Beckhoff developed for its new

Replacing manual labor with machines, optimizing processes, and sav-

AX8000 servo drive series. AX5000 requires 18 screws to connect

ing resources on all fronts is the driving force behind most technology

each device. With the AX8000, the modules are easily connected

developments, stimulating the imaginations of engineers. Similarly, all

in a fail-safe manner without tools using a spring-loaded system.

drive technology solutions developed by Beckhoff in recent years aim

The quick connection system joins the DC link, the 24 V DC

to make handling more convenient, thereby saving time and money

control voltage, and the EtherCAT bus system. In addition to

for users. We used a new encoder protocol, which was launched a

fast installation and commissioning as highlights for AX8000

few years ago, to develop an innovative standard for motor wiring:

users, the ultra-fast control technology and the integration of

One Cable Technology (OCT). This technology combines power and

TwinSAFE make the new servo drives as feature-filled as they are

feedback signals into a standard motor cable and significantly reduces

simple to use.

material and commissioning costs. Naturally, fewer cables equates to
easier work!

Find out more about our new modular high-performance multi-axis
servo system from page 8 of the current issue of PC Control, and live

Another example is the introduction of a quick coupling for the motor

at Hannover Messe 2015, where you can see the user-friendly AX8000

cable, a development that significantly simplifies the connection of our

in action.

servomotors, thereby reducing the installation time. Instead of an M23
connector, which required multiple turns to attach it on the motor side,
all that is required now is a simple push of a quick coupling and a 30°
turn of the nut, in order to ensure reliable locking between the motor

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 4
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CP37xx mounting arm Panel PC further extends comprehensive multi-touch panel portfolio

Compact multi-touch Panel PCs with IP 65 rating
feature advanced Atom™ multi-core processors
Beckhoff has announced the new CP37xx series Panel PCs with multi-touch functionality and advanced Intel® Atom™ processors
for high PC-based performance in a compact housing. These devices are designed for mounting-arm installation and feature full
IP 65 protection. With a large number of display sizes and processor options, the CP37xx series offers high scalability to solve a
wide range of automation challenges.

The Panel PCs feature robust aluminium housings and are equipped with Intel®

wiring space. The CP37xx Panel PCs have one or two CFast cards, and, with the

Atom™ processors, known for their high computing power and excellent on-

on-board RAID controller, two identical CFast cards can be mirrored. Therefore,

board graphics capability with excellent thermodynamics. These processors

the quantity of data can be stored safely.

enable an exceptionally compact device design and are available with 1, 2 or
4 cores, allowing best-possible adaptation to a diverse range of application re-

Highly scalable multi-touch panel line-up

quirements. This is supported by a wide range of display options, including seven

The CP37xx series complements the wide range of Beckhoff multi-touch devices,

multi-touch TFT displays in sizes between 12-inch and 24-inches, with 4:3, 5:4,

offering maximum scalability for optimum adaptation to application require-

or 16:9 (widescreen) formats. The CP37xx can be used in ambient temperatures

ments. The range currently covers the passive CP29xx and CP39xx Control Panel

up to 45 °C. Heat dissipation is provided by exterior heat sink fins, aided by

series, Panel PCs with entry-level performance (CP26xx) and medium processing

internal fans to provide uniform temperature distribution inside the housing.

power (CP27xx and CP37xx), up to the high-end CP22xx and CP32xx devices.

The Panel PC can be extended flexibly, for example with PCI modules and/or
a third Ethernet port. It also features an integrated rotatable, tilting mounting
arm adapter for a 48 mm diameter mounting-arm tube. The connection cables
run through the mounting arm, which can be top- or bottom-mounted. Up to
four IPC ports are provided, featuring IP 65 connectors with easy access to the

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 5

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/CP37xx
Product announcement
Estimated market release:
2nd quarter 2015
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Hannover Messe 2015:

Integrated Industry – Join the Network!
Hannover Messe is the platform showcasing the most comprehensive portfolio of exhibits for Industry 4.0 applications, spanning
the entire value chain in the enterprise from industrial automation to the digital factory. This year’s motto, “Integrated Industry
– Join the Network!”, emphasizes that the major challenges of Industry 4.0 – such as widely accepted standards for vertical and
horizontal communication or data security – can only be mastered by all industrial players joining hands in a shared network. The
ideal way to accomplish this is with an open, PC-based control architecture which Beckhoff will present in an over 1,000 square
meter exhibition space. Additional highlights include the new EJ modules, the AX8000 multi-axis servo system and many-core
machine control providing a new level of computing power for production lines and “Smart Factories”.
Many-core control:

Plug & Work: Bus Terminals for circuit boards

Maximized computing power with 36 processor cores

The new EtherCAT plug-in modules of the EJ series reduce assembly and wiring

To accommodate the rising demands posed by the Smart Factory with its highly

costs in large-scale machine production with many identical parts. The principle:

intelligent machines and production systems, Beckhoff is introducing one of the

I/O plug-in modules from a wide range of components can be flexibly combined

most powerful controllers currently available with its C6670 industrial server. It

and integrated into an application-specific signal distribution board. Instead of

is available with 12, 24, or 36 processor cores and 64 to 2,048 GB of RAM. With

time-consuming manual wiring, prefabricated cable harnesses can be used so

many-core machine control, additional control functions can be executed on a

that the risk of wiring errors is minimized.

single CPU – not only PLC and Motion Control, but also Condition Monitoring
and energy management functions, a.o. This new level of computing power can

Industry 4.0: More intelligence to enable “Smart Factories“

be fully leveraged with TwinCAT 3.1.

At its Industry 4.0 Forum, Beckhoff will show that many innovations enabling
Industry 4.0 are already available today. In a live demonstration Beckhoff will

The compact AX8000 multi-axis servo system

present a wealth of state-of-the-art technologies: The entire system is governed

With extremely short control cycles, the new AX8000 servo system for

by a powerful C6670 many-core computer. Beyond conventional control func-

space-saving installation enables high-precision positioning and machining

tions it also controls a linear eXtended Transport System (XTS) and a robot, and

processes. Additional benefits include fast installation and commissioning by

integrates measurement technology and Condition Monitoring. In addition,

simply plugging together axis modules as well as the direct integration of safety

Beckhoff will demonstrate secure machine-to-machine communication right

functions, mains filters and One Cable Technology (OCT). FPGA-based control

into the Cloud, and also sensor communication.

algorithms with multi-channel current control technology enable sample and
response times of less than 1 μs for current control, and speed control cycle
times as low as 16 μs.

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 6
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VISAI L-01: Compact
and extremely precise
desktop CNC lathe
As an application example, Beckhoff presents at Hannover Messe a compact CNC
lathe from the traditional Japanese machine builder Roku-Roku Sangyo. The VISAI
L-01 is a compact, technologically elegant,
and extremely precise desktop CNC lathe,

“The innovative VISAI project is a great

powered by engineering design from Yuki

example of an impressive collaboration

Precision and the latest PC Control tech-

between the sophisticated R&D capabilities

nology from Beckhoff. The footprint of the

from Japan and the latest control technology

L-01 is exceptionally compact, weighing

from Germany. Super-fast EtherCAT commu-

just 40 kg and it can be operated using a

nication, CNC in a DIN rail-mounted format,

Hannover Messe, Germany

regular home power supply. It can be used

and open TwinCAT 3 software all contribut-

–

13 – 17 April 2015

on a desk right next to a CAD designer

ed to give VISAI a historic debut. I feel truly

–

Opening hours: Monday – Friday 9 am – 6 pm

in your factory or even in your garage or

honored to welcome Roku-Roku Sangyo

–

Beckhoff Booth: Hall 9, Booth F06

office. VISAI can achieve 1 μm machining

and Yuki Precision to the Beckhoff booth

accuracy through a combination of opti-

at Hannover Messe 2015,” said Toshimit-

Beckhoff at partner booths:

mum small parts machining design and

su Kawano: Managing Director Beckhoff

–

EtherCAT Technology Group: Hall 9, Booth D18

its light frame. Ready for the Industry 4.0

Automation K.K..

–

it‘s OWL: Hall 16, Booth A04

era, the PC Control system on the VISAI

–

Microsoft: Hall 7, Booth C48

enables users to access the machine via a

–

OPC Foundation: Hall 9, Booth A11

web interface or even through a cloud with

–

PROFIBUS Nutzerorganisation: Hall 9, Booth D68

built-in connectivity.

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 7
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Beckhoff Drive Technology: AX8000, the new high-performance, multi-axis servo system

Compact multi-axis system
with maximum control speeds,
plus fast installation
The new AX8000 multi-axis servo system, with a compact form factor for space-saving control cabinet installation, enables
high-precision positioning and machining processes with extremely short control cycles. Additional features include fast installation and commissioning by simply plugging together the desired axis modules, as well as One Cable Technology (OCT) and the
direct integration of safety functionality and mains filters.

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 8
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Beckhoff Drive Technology offers a highly scalable drive system for every area
of application: from the ultra-compact servo terminal to the high-power AX5000
EtherCAT Servo Drive rated up to 120 kW.

The new AX8000 is designed as a drive controller that is suitable for meeting

an increased contour sharpness in processing and higher production output,

high requirements with regard to control speed and accuracy, as well as opti-

boosting the bottom line.

mized utilization of space. The dynamic multi-axis system has a modular design
and includes various supply modules, single and double-axis modules, and a

Modular system design caters to a wide range of applications

capacitor module. With a height of just 230 mm and a width of either 60 or

Two 60 mm and two 90 mm wide power supply module variants are available

90 mm, the individual AX8000 modules and the complete AX8000 multi-axis

for different worldwide voltage systems: 100 to 230 V AC with 20 or 40 A for

systems are exceptionally compact, which facilitates space-saving and cost-

Asia and North America as well as 400 to 480 V AC with 20 or 40 A for Europe

effective design of control cabinets and switchgear enclosures. Fast and simple

and North America. A brake resistor, brake chopper, and mains filter are integrat-

installation of the components enable further cost reductions.

ed in all four versions. Therefore, no further external components are required,
which reduces both the variability of parts and space requirements.

Fastest possible performance with highly precise positioning
The EtherCAT-based AX8000 compact drive system combines powerful FPGA

In order to implement the desired axis configurations, a 60 mm wide single-axis

technology with multi-core ARM processors. FPGA-based control algorithms

module with a rated current of 8 A and an equally wide double-axis module with

with multi-channel current control technology enable sample and response

2 x 6 A are available along with a 90 mm single-axis module with a rated current

times of less than 1 μs for current control as well as velocity control cycle times

of 18 A. Considerably lower rated motor currents are covered via the scalable

as low as 16 μs, depending on the configured switching frequency. The minimum

motor current measurement. The one-cable solution OCT (One Cable Technology),

EtherCAT cycle time is 62.5 μs. For motion applications this means that, with

for which the AM8000 servomotor series is optimized for, is used as the efficient

this powerful new Drive Technology system from Beckhoff, the fastest possible

feedback and connection system. Additionally, the AX8000 system provides four

control performance and high-precision positioning can be achieved, along with

digital inputs per axis – two of them preconfigured for onboard safety functions.

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 9
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Simplified logistics and installation
The AX8000 simplifies logistics and inventory management – through the
integration of a mains filter and brake resistor, for example, and through the use
of fewer, more flexible system components. Due to the highly scalable motor
current measurement, a comprehensive range of applications can be completely
covered just with 8 and 18 A modules, effectively reducing the usual required
assortment of different module types.
The TwinCAT runtime integrated into the AX8000 series provides convenient
software modules, among other things, for highly precise control of speed and
position. The customer can program Motion Control objects using IEC 61131-3
languages, C++, and MATLAB®/Simulink®. Efficient diagnostic tools are provided in the TwinCAT Scope software oscilloscope and the axis optimization
functions provided with TwinCAT Bode Plot.
Fast and efficient installation is enabled by the integrated AX-Bridge quick-connection system, which connects the AX8000 modules in a fail-safe manner, all
without tools by means of spring force accessories. This bridges the DC Link,
24 V DC, and the EtherCAT connection. Other useful features include centring for
easier alignment of the axis modules and the simple connection of motors via
One Cable Technology with a quick-connector, driving reductions in the number
of required cables.

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 10

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/AX8000
Product announcement
Estimated market release:
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The eXtended Transport System (XTS) is supplemented by new 22.5° linear motors.
The range of applications is thus extended, for example, with a step-shaped track
layout for dynamic product sortation.

Linear motors with 22.5° radius extend range of system designs

XTS: New motor modules for
even more production flexibility
With new motor modules, the high flexibility of the eXtended Transport System (XTS) has been increased yet again. The straight
and curved motor modules (180°) are supplemented by new variants with a radius of 22.5°. They make new track geometries
possible, such as full circles, inside or outside curves, or squares with rounded corners. The range of applications can now be
further extended, for example, by a flexible rotary indexing table and individual track layouts.

The XTS linear transport system consists of modular linear motors with inte-

functionalities. New areas of application which are possible with the new motor

grated power electronics and displacement measurement as well as 1 to n

modules include:

wireless movers and mechanical guide rails. The most diverse applications,

–

Full circle with movers running around the outside

geometries, lengths and radii can be implemented with these high performance

–

Full circle with movers running around the inside

components. The AT2020-0250 motor modules (+22.5°, outside curve) and

–

Polygon, circle segments connected with straight sections

AT2025-0250 (–22.5°, inside curve) greatly expand the possibilities of the XTS

–

Step- and S-shaped track layouts

system with regard to track layouts. With a combination of different radii and

–

Rounded-off rectangle with a freely selectable size

straight sections, the track layout can be easily adapted to meet the broadest
range of application requirements. Of course, matching guide rails are also

This results in a significant expansion in the range of XTS mechatronic system

available for the new motor modules.

designs with regard to the application and the available installation space.

The XTS offers the possibility to change products and formats and to implement small lot sizes in very little time, all without mechanical reconfiguration.
Complex and expensive mechanical systems are replaced by flexible software

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 11
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EJ series EtherCAT plug-in modules: Combining
the benefits of standard and custom I/O solutions
Bus Terminals for PCBs – with this I/O solution in a new form factor, Beckhoff caused a stir at SPS IPC Drives 2014. The plug-in I/O
modules can be connected directly to a custom PCB. In this way, the advantages of a flexible standard and custom development
are combined. ETZ discusses the background and application scenarios of this product innovation with Beckhoff product managers, Michael Jost and Torsten Budde.

Since finely modular, DIN rail-mountable I/O systems were introduced in 1995,

always offer advantages.” According to Jost, the decisive factor for the devel-

automation engineers have become very comfortable with them. EtherCAT

opment of Bus Terminals for PCBs was a project for a major machine manufac-

Terminals, which enable dramatically increased transmission performance,

turer in Europe. On the one hand, they were keen to ensure fast reproducibility

have been widely used since 2003. Why would a machine manufacturer think

at their plant in China, and on the other hand, they wanted to scale back their

about replacing the tried and tested DIN rail-based I/O systems? “There has to

in-house development, since it is not part of their core business. “Around 800

be a certain external trigger,” says Michael Jost, Product Manager, Beckhoff.

units of the machine in question are produced per year,” says Jost. “For this

In high-volume machine construction this may be price pressure, because

project, it was important to maintain the cable tree structure, not least because

the machine wiring represents the conventional connection between the I/O

of the operations in China.”

system and the sensor/actuator level. Many machine manufacturers use board
solutions developed and built in-house and want to do without them in the

Scalable platform and module strategy

future. Another key trigger is minimizing the risk of error. “Series machine

The result is a scalable platform and module strategy that perfectly combines

manufacturers want their automation solutions to be reliably reproduced,”

the advantages of a custom board solution and the standards of a Bus Terminal

notes Jost. Time may be another factor – although manual wiring in control

system. The EJ series, which was presented to a global audience for the first

cabinets offers maximum flexibility, it is error-prone and time-consuming. It

time at SPS IPC Drives 2014, uses an application-specific signal distribution

can pay off to seek other solutions for machine production quantities as low

board. The I/O modules can be flexibly placed on this platform. The user can

as 50 units per year.

select EJ modules from a full product range. ”The individual wiring is shifted to
the distribution board, so to speak,” notes Jost. ”This ensures consistent quality

“We discussed this issue at great length with our customers,” recalls Jost. “In

for each machine and avoids the common mistakes associated with individual

our opinion, fully customized boards are not a solution, since standard products

wiring of terminals.” Torsten Budde, Product Manager, Beckhoff adds: ”The

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 12
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Michael Jost,
Product Manager,
Fieldbus Systems and
EtherCAT, Beckhoff

Torsten Budde,
Product Manager, Field-

Ronald Heinze, editor-in-chief of

bus Systems, Beckhoff

ETZ Elektrotechnik & Automation

standard modules are placed on the custom board. In the end, the solution is

simply have to be integrated in the new series in accordance with customer

compiled and works like an auto configurator.”

requirements.”

At SPS IPC Drives, a base signal portfolio was presented consisting of analog,

In the short term, extensions for the existing portfolio of analog, digital, and

digital, and motion control modules, which can be combined as required. “The

motion control terminals will be presented at Hannover Messe 2015. Safety

I/O signal variety we are used to from Beckhoff is currently in the process of

modules are also available already. “Today, more than 50 percent of our

being expanded systematically,” says Budde. ”With many users we are in the

I/O terminal customers want an integrated safety solution,” Jost stated, un-

prototype phase, although there are already customers who use this system in

derlining the importance of this module type. Due to the new form factor, the

mass production.”

safety modules still have to complete certification processes.

Thanks to the coding mechanics of EJ modules, the risk of ‘miswiring’ is

For series machine builders and more

eliminated. Even staff without specialized knowledge can wire the machine

What is the target group of the new system? “During the development we

correctly. This is particularly interesting for companies with locations around

were mainly thinking of large-scale machine production,” admits Jost. “This

the world. ”The time savings in production, workforce training, and also in

is a special system that could be of interest for 5 to 10 percent of users from

testing are tremendous,” adds Jost.

the machine tools or in semiconductor industries, for example. In cleanrooms,

Budde mentions another advantage: “Functionally, the EJ series is 100 percent

identical parts and the associated space savings are the main drivers here. After

based on EtherCAT Terminals and EtherCAT Box modules. Since all the func-

that came SPS IPC Drives: “During the trade show new ideas emerged, and

tionalities are already available in the EtherCAT Terminal system, these devices

we are now far more optimistic about market penetration. In the past, certain

for instance, there are strict requirements for saving space.” The creation of

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 13
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Control cabinet solution with EJ series and standard
connectors greatly reduces installation effort.

industries have used custom black boxes as a control and I/O solution,” accord-

the board themselves.” The development of the distribution board is a one-

ing to Budde. This includes test equipment or robots, which may not exceed a

time investment, which usually pays for itself within one year, thanks to the

certain weight. ”Thanks to its design, the EJ series is compact and lightweight,”

resulting time savings.

Budde continues. Additional application scenarios arise from these examples.
But the EJ system offers even more advantages: “One example is simpler
“The motivation for using the EJ series may be different depending on each sit-

installation in control cabinets with standard connectors or with IP 67 con-

uation,” says Jost, concluding that: “Possible reasons include error prevention,

nectors.” The connectors are soldered directly to the board which is pluggable

saving space, and reducing labor costs. The production quantity from which the

on both sides, which saves further installation time. ”This makes the interior

use of the EJ series offers a rapid ROI for a series machine manufacturer can

of the cabinet more intelligently structured and much tidier,” Jost says. As a

vary between 50 and 500 units per year.”

result, maintenance efforts are reduced. “It is also possible to locate additional
relays on the board,” adds Jost. “This saves further installation services and

Budde has this message for users of the EtherCAT Terminal system who are

electronics hardware.”

interested in switching to this new solution: “The software is fully interchangeable, although a new way of thinking is required when it comes to the

Flexible for modification requests

hardware.” For example, potential distribution is no longer required in the

Subsequent change requests can be taken into account easily, thanks to the

control cabinet.

high flexibility of the EJ system. In terms of both hardware and software, the
EJ series can be seamlessly integrated with the EtherCAT Terminals and the

”Beckhoff can provide the signal distribution board,” notes Jost. ”We also

EtherCAT Box modules. “You simply have to connect another cable to the

provide a design guide, so that customers with relevant expertise can develop

EJ coupler,” according to Budde. In this way, it is possible to cost-effectively

PCc_01_2015_GB_v5.indd 14
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Basic version
Basic machine
functionality

Option: transportation unit
including safety
functionality

Option:
fieldbus
connectivity
unit

Option:
energy
measurement
unit

Option:
robot unit

Extended version
Basic machine
functionality

Option: transportation unit
including safety
functionality

Option:
fieldbus
connectivity
unit

Option:
energy
measurement
unit

Option:
robot unit

High-end version
Basic machine
functionality

Option: transportation unit
including safety
functionality

Option:
fieldbus
connectivity
unit

Option:
energy
measurement
unit

Option:
robot unit

EJ modules on the
signal distribution board

implement application-specific elements that are required infrequently, but

be configured, if required by the customer (high-end version). The number of

are still important.

configuration stages of the machine portfolio can vary from customer to customer. Customers can implement platforms that are perfectly tailored to their

Another option is to provide a modular EJ slot, so that future extensions are

machines, thereby creating identical parts and saving money.

easy to implement. A third option involves the use of a placeholder module,
which can subsequently be replaced with a functional module, when required.

The EtherCAT Terminal system has become well established in the global mar-

A common distribution board can thus be used for different applications.

ketplace. The majority of new projects are implemented with EtherCAT I/Os, in
preference to the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system. In this sense, the EJ system

One possible implementation of the platform strategy of a company is classi-

is the next logical progression, which will open up new markets and which

fication of the entire machine portfolio based on different controller versions.

will find its market. “We will consistently continue along this path and further

A basic version could provide standard functions, for example, a platform for

develop the solution,” concludes Jost.

machine control. Integration of an EJ placeholder module permits the addition
of I/O components at a later time. If machines with extended functionality are
then to be realized based on this basic version, the placeholder modules can
be easily replaced with safety modules or motion modules. A machine with
such a configuration can feature a transport unit including safety functionality
and a robot unit (extended version). Linking the EJ series with EtherCAT Terminals and EtherCAT Box modules retains the flexibility of the machine control,
so that even functional enhancements that are not part of the platform can
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Many-core control:
Automation technology with
endless possibilities
Automation technology functions are determined more and more with software. In addition to pure PLC applications, tasks from
the areas of motion and safety control, robotics and measurement technology are increasingly integrated into the application.
More software also requires increased CPU power. With the new C6670, Beckhoff has unveiled the ultimate many-core industrial
server, able to run the world’s largest automation applications.

Many-core industrial servers

terms of their memory: the technology referred to as NUMA (Non Unified Mem-

According to Moore’s Law, CPU performance doubles every two years. This

ory Architecture) offers a separate individual memory unit for each processor.

trend will continue to apply in the foreseeable future. Although processor speed

Currently, Beckhoff offers two Intel® Xeon® processors, each with 6, 12 or even

will not increase significantly, the number of cores per processor will continue

18 cores, integrated on one motherboard. Of course, the new many-core PCs are

to rise.

industrially compatible and can be mounted in the control cabinet.

The next step is the many-core CPU. Many-core industrial servers differ from

Making full use of TwinCAT 3 performance

‘normal’ Industrial PCs (IPCs) in terms of their architecture. They are equipped

One can never have enough performance. Even now, machines and equipment

with multiple processors, referred to as “packages”, and each processor has

that 10 years ago were still adequately equipped with a Pentium 3 are now pow-

a certain number of cores. Furthermore, many-core industrial servers differ in

ered by Core i7 processors. An ever increasing degree of automation, with more

Integration
Technology Number of
Capacity (BT) Node (nm) CPU-Cores
300

100
90

250
200

150

80
70

256

2018:
128 cores

2018:
8 nm

120

128

60
150

50
40

100
50

90
128

20

64

0

32

30

10
0

64

60

30

4

8

16

2
2006

4

8

2008

2010

2
0

1
2004

32

16
2012

2014

2016

2018

Estimated development of the core number in the future
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and more elaborate visualization, leads to demand for higher computing power.

offers the possibility to use cores exclusively for the TwinCAT runtime. These

Additional factors are new demands on modern machines, such as machine

so-called ‘isolated cores’ no longer run a Microsoft operating system. In this

monitoring via Condition Monitoring and ever faster and more complex control

way, it is easily possible to separate the Windows processes from the real-time

algorithms to achieve appropriate process quality and thus product quality.

processes on a PC.

Naturally, there is a drive to integrate these new requirements into the standard
control, which in turn increases the demand for computing power and memory.

Possible fields of application for many-core industrial servers
Let’s use an example to illustrate how the different cores of a many-core in-

In order to achieve optimum utilization of the individual cores, setting and

dustrial server can be used. The example machine consists of three basic units:

diagnostic functions must be made available that go beyond the allocation

a ‘loader’, which loads the parts to be processed into the machine. Various

of tasks to cores. TwinCAT 3 offers both aspects. In addition, TwinCAT 3 also

modules (L0, L1 and LR0) are used in the example. The module LR0 is a loading
robot. The basic machine for the actual parts processing also consists of different modules (M0 to M7, plus the CNC modules MC0/MC1). The manufactured
components are then made available in a transfer unit for further processing.
In addition to the T0 and T1 modules, e.g. for controlling of conveyor belts,
a robot TR0 is used here. One could distribute everything to many Industrial
PCs. However, this would result in more communication overhead between
the processors. In addition, diagnostics becomes more difficult, because the
distributed data would have to be collected first. The software that runs on
the different processors has to be managed, and interfaces have to be agreed.
A powerful PC can be used to realize centralized control, while still leaving
reserves for further expansion.
The different modules can be distributed to the individual cores of the many-core CPU, for example. In this way, the modularity is maintained, while the
benefits of central controller can also be used. With this control philosophy it is

The C6670 industrial server already contains two Intel® Xeon® processors,
each with 6, 12, or 18 cores, on one motherboard.
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LR0
16

M5

10

L0
17

11

L1
18

M6

12

M0
19

M7

13

M1
20

MC0

14

M2
21

MC1

M3
22

TR0

T0

15

M4
23

T1

TwinCAT I/O – EtherCAT
EC1

EC2

EC3

LR0

MC0
L0

M0

M1

TR0
M2

M3

Machines and production facilities

T0

consist of different function modules,
which lend themselves to mapping via

Loader

L1

Base Machine

M4

M5

individual control programs running

Transfer

M6

M7

in parallel, i.e. a many-core architecture.

T1

MC1

possible – today and in the future – to implement each of the different modular

simulations will become much more important in automation engineering. A

machine parts on a central PC-based controller.

first step was taken with the integration of MATLAB®/Simulink® into TwinCAT 3.

Naturally, a high-performance CPU can also handle a visualization. In some

In addition to all these features, there will still be reserves for new ideas and for

cases it may not be necessary to use intelligent Panel PCs, and a passive

further performance improvements.

Panel may suffice. This saves money and reduces the component variety. Since
many-core CPUs can be equipped with high-performance graphics cards,

Performance enhancements through the use

they can also be used to execute advanced and ergonomic 3D or multi-touch

of many-core industrial servers

applications with high performance. The easy integration of wearable devices

Thanks to increasing PC performance and the application of more and more

is another advantage.

processors and cores in many-core industrial servers, it is not only possible to
accommodate dramatically increased functionality on a single central computer,

Functionality increases with computing power

the overall performance also increases continuously. Increasing computing pow-

Besides the possibility to run one or more PLCs in IEC 61131 with object-orient-

er also allows task cycle times to be reduced considerably. Conventional PLCs

ed extensions, motion control with point-to-point axes (PTP) is also integrated. A

have cycle times of 5 – 10 ms, while PC-based controllers with cycle times of

CNC or a robot can also be enabled quite easily. The eXtended Transport System

1 ms or less have already been available for quite some time. With high-perfor-

(XTS) also benefits from high computing power. With a corresponding number

mance many-core computers and TwinCAT 3 software, cycle times are expected

of processor cores, the possibilities are endless.

to fall to a level of 100 μs or less. In addition to suitable software to support
these short cycle times, a high-performance fieldbus is required. EtherCAT is

Machine performance improvements can be achieved with eXtreme Fast Control

perfectly suited to get data into the central PC deterministically and with ex-

(XFC) technology from Beckhoff. It goes without saying that, in this case, more

ceptionally precise timing, even with high clock rates.

computing power is required. This is also true for image processing and condition monitoring. Both require a large memory area and a variety of complex al-

Based on XFC technology, which consists of a powerful PC (for example, a ma-

gorithms. For the many-core industrial server, this is not a problem. In the future,

ny-core industrial server such as the C6670), EtherCAT as the fieldbus, TwinCAT
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Dr.-Ing. Josef Papenfort,
TwinCAT Product Manager,
Beckhoff

as a solution for PLC, motion and Scientific Automation, and particularly fast

that’s not all: high-performance many-core industrial servers can also handle

I/O modules, it is possible to achieve extremely fast response times of less than

advanced and ergonomic human-machine interfaces. Operating concepts such

100 μs. XFC enables higher sampling rates for control loops, which usually leads

as wearable devices are integrated very easily.

to better control results automatically. In more conventional applications, such
as control of a pneumatic cylinder – which occurs dozens of times on machines,

If the many-core industrial server is equipped with eXtreme Fast Control, the

faster response times can also enhance the overall machine performance. All

performance of current machines can be improved significantly. In addition

this comes about with minimum effort: simply reduce the cycle time and use

to shorter cycle times, there are many options for meaningful machine opti-

special I/O components.

mization.

Summary
PC-based control technology has always benefited from increasing PC performance, coupled with steadily falling component costs. In today’s PCs, the
primary way to achieve higher performance is to increase the number of cores.
Many-core industrial servers – such as the C6670 – feature a higher number of
processors and at the same time more cores on a board. Currently, configurations with up to 24 cores are available. This is supplemented by a much larger
cache and high clock rates.
Many-core industrial servers are capable of controlling complex machinery and
equipment centrally. The performance of these computers is sufficient to run
tasks in the fields of Scientific Automation and simulation in addition to conventional control tasks. Measurement technology, condition monitoring, energy
monitoring, and many other functions can be implemented right alongside. And
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Integrated control and drive technology in a versatile door frame production line

Scalable PC Control solution
combines high-end PLC performance
with CNC functionality
Specialist machine manufacturing company, Kraft Maschinenbau was tasked by a major door manufacturer to develop
a system for producing high-quality door frames as quickly and flexibly as possible, with production runs down to batch
size 1. These requirements were successfully implemented in a complex production line based on PC Control from Beckhoff
for all PLC and CNC requirements.
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The company, G. Kraft Maschinenbau GmbH, based in Rietberg Mastholte,
Germany, manufactures specialized machines for a wide range of industries.
Its product and service portfolio includes design, construction, programming and commissioning of individual machines, automation systems, and
complete, fully-automated production lines. The company has established
particularly extensive expertise in door and frame manufacturing, as Tobias
Walkenfort, Head of Automation Technology at Kraft, explains: “Our customers
benefit from the fact that they receive mechanical systems and automation
technology from a single source, combined with many years of experience.
The finely scalable and integrated control and drive technology from Beckhoff
ideally supports the implementation of individual requirements.”
A current example is the company’s new door frame production line, created
for a major Westphalia-based manufacturer of doors with real wood veneers.
The complex line is 46 meters wide and 110 meters long. Compared with compact machining centers, it offers an optimum balance of capacity and product
flexibility. Tobias Walkenfort: “The cycle time is an impressive 20 seconds,
which means the system is capable of producing three complete door frames
per minute, consisting of two longitudinal members and a cross member.”
Andreas Wapelhorst, Technical Director at Kraft, adds: “The considerable capacity of the production line becomes clear if one considers that we do not just
produce standard doors. The system enables very flexible, mixed production
of a large variety of components and products, right down to batch size 1.
This does not merely relate to the frame size, but also to different materials,
décors, seal types, and fittings.”

At a glance:
Solutions for woodworking
Door frame production with PC-based control
and drive technology
Customer benefits
Flexible, user-friendly production line for high performance
down to batch size 1

PC-based control technology not only deals with the typical PLC tasks in

Applied PC Control
– C6930, CP3921: powerful, scalable control cabinet PC
and state-of-the-art multi-touch panel
– EtherCAT: high-performance, integrated communication
architecture
– OCT drive technology: reduced costs and installation
efforts
– TwinCAT 3: Visual Studio® integration, multi-core
support, PLC and CNC functionality

the production line, it also controls frame processing in CNC machines.
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The CP3921 multi-touch Control Panel of the master computer with additional

(f. l. t. r.) Carsten Seidenberg, Project Manager at Kraft, Stefan Sieber, Business

electromechanical buttons features a durable glass front along with a high-quality

Management Woodworking at Beckhoff, Andreas Wapelhorst, Technical Director,

and attractive design.

and Tobias Walkenfort, Head of Automation Technology at Kraft, inspect the layout
of the new door frame production line.

System layout aimed at flexibility and high production runs

For Tobias Walkenfort, another advantage is the powerful and integrated

Typical machining centers, where a single machine deals with the entire

communication technology offered by PC Control: “As the I/O and drive bus,

production process, are particularly suitable for producing special doors in

EtherCAT offers very high performance, simple commissioning, and is used

small quantities. A decentralized system – such as the new frames production

widely, including by numerous third-party suppliers. Communication via

line – distributes the various processing steps to several machines, making

TwinCAT ADS between the control and production management level offers

it better suited for high-volume series production. At the same time, the

the additional advantage of automatic reporting of changes in control data.

Kraft system is flexible enough to handle batch size 1 production, achieved

This eliminates the need for data polling, which is required with conventional

through individually-designed line layout as well as integrated control and

PLC technology, considerably reducing the network capacity and response

drive technology.

times. Other benefits include real-time Ethernet communication between
individual controllers, including transfer of safety-relevant data. It enables

The process begins with feeding and separating the stacked lining boards.

convenient realization of process enabling between the individual production

A bar code reader identifies each part, so that it can be combined with the

areas.”

matching rebate and decorative trim. The raw parts produced on two parallel
processing lines then have to be divided onto three lines – one for the cross

According to Tobias Walkenfort, Kraft benefits from the openness of the

member, and two for the longitudinal parts – in order to ensure high through-

Beckhoff system overall, as evidenced in the realization of a unified opera-

put despite the more time-consuming end, hinge, and strike plate processing

ting concept for PLC, CNC, and the production master computer. After all, it

and the subsequent automatic hinge and strike plate assembly. Insertion and

is important that a system with such a high degree of complexity is easy to

cutting of the seals is followed by dismantling of the individual frame compo-

operate in practice. The openness of the system is also a key factor when it

nents for final packaging at manual work stations.

comes to integration into the company network, to ensure convenient remote
maintenance and individual coupling of the production master computer to

PC- based control, the integrated and scalable system

the customer's central data infrastructure. For the latter, Kraft implemented

The production line relies on PC-based control throughout. Tobias Walkenfort

the corresponding data exchange as an additional service.

explains one of the main reasons: “The high performance of PC Control was
one of the key advantages for us. The PLC technology we had used previously

Dynamic servo drive technology that is efficient to install

was increasingly reaching its limits, meaning that additional, higher-level

The complexity of the system necessitates extensive drive technology. In some

controllers would have been required, for example in coordinating the various

of the production line sections, more than 30 Beckhoff servo axes per control

parts transport steps. Another factor was the good scalability of the Beckhoff

computer ensure very precise and dynamic processes, which can be easily

control system, not least with respect to the software. Our production line

controlled via TwinCAT, as Tobias Walkenfort explained: “The PLC technology

requires very high PLC functionality, but also includes a certain amount of CNC

we used in the past would have reached its performance limits in this respect,

tasks. This could be optimally implemented, thanks to the high scalability of

especially since the systems demanded by customers are becoming increasin-

PC-based control and the TwinCAT software.”

gly complex. PC Control offers far more options and flexibility.”
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Integrated automation software for PLC and CNC tasks
Kraft uses TwinCAT 3 automation software, which offers numerous advantages, as Tobias Walkenfort explained: “First, we benefit from the integration
with Visual Studio®, because we already use this standard IT tool to create
our own visualization and production master computer applications. Thanks
to the integration of TwinCAT 3 in Visual Studio®, we now also benefit from
IEC 61131-3 programming options, so that all the programming languages
required for the automation of machines and systems are available in one
flexible tool. The option to use powerful yet user-friendly source code management tools is an added advantage. In our case, this is the Microsoft Team
Foundation Server (TFS), which is fully supported by TwinCAT 3.”
Further advantages arise from the integration of the different functional areas
in the control software. For example, in all CNC processing machines, Kraft
uses the comprehensive multi-core support of TwinCAT 3 in order to run PLC,
NC, CNC, and visualization separately on dedicated processor cores. Tobias
Walkenfort explains: “This results in much improved access times to the drive
A total of eleven CP6930 control cabinet IPCs, i.e. one master computer and

controllers. To start, we had integrated all the functions on one core, which

ten control computers, ensure precise and flawless production processes, in

was problematic in terms of the drive technology and CNC due to the position

conjunction with numerous EtherCAT Terminals (below) for almost 3,800 digi-

control cycle times. These are now much shorter, so that such problems no

tal inputs and more than 2,100 digital outputs.

longer occur.” The performance capability of the software meets the stringent
requirements of the application: “For our multi-channel CNC machines, we
use the TwinCAT 3 CNC Channel Packs. This enables us to equip our machines
with up to 12 CNC channels.”

The line includes 126 Beckhoff servomotors of the AM8000 series. Along with
around 90 servomotors from third-party suppliers, they are controlled by a
total of 213 servo drives of the AX5000 series. Andreas Wapelhorst adds an
important aspect: “Due to the large number of drives, One Cable Technology
(OCT) has been particularly beneficial for us. This single-cable connection
technology saves time during installation and permits smaller drag chains,
resulting in significant cost savings in view of the large cable lengths required
in our systems. In addition, the smaller number of cables makes the system

Further information:
www.kraft-maschinenbau.de
www.beckhoff.com/EtherCAT
www.beckhoff.com/TwinCAT3

tidier.”
Architecture with one master computer and ten control computers
In addition to the numerous servomotors, the complexity of the system is
illustrated by the large number of digital inputs and outputs: more than
3,700 inputs and 2,100 outputs are implemented via EtherCAT Terminals. This
includes more than 400 fail-safe TwinSAFE inputs and 100 TwinSAFE outputs.
All safety functions were implemented in conjunction with the safe servo

PC Control as the standard

drives. Examples include emergency stops and the monitoring of protective
doors, light curtains, and rotary scanners for the trolleys that move around

Kraft consistently uses PC-based control and drive technol-

the system.

ogy from Beckhoff. At the end of 2014, two further systems
which were almost as complex were created for major door

The system is centrally controlled by a C6930 control cabinet IPC that acts

suppliers:

as production master computer. It features an Intel® Core™ i7 processor, a

–

One system contained more than 1,300 digital inputs and

CP3921 multi-touch Control Panel with 21.5-inch widescreen display, and

almost 1,000 digital outputs, more than 200 TwinSAFE

push-button extension. Tobias Walkenfort explains the importance of the

inputs and more than 40 TwinSAFE outputs, as well as

Control Panel: “The look is an important aspect for us. The Control Panel gives

86 Beckhoff servo axes

a high-quality and design-oriented impression. An additional advantage is the

–

Another system was equipped with more than

durable glass front and the capabilities offered by multi-touch functionality,

1,000 digital inputs and almost 800 digital outputs,

enabling future functionality.” The high computing power of the C6930 is

almost 200 TwinSAFE inputs and more than 30 TwinSAFE

necessary because it manages 10 distributed control computers. These are also

outputs, plus 84 Beckhoff servo axes

C6930 control cabinet PCs, equipped with Intel® Core™ i3 or i5 processors, or
indeed i7 in the CNC environment.
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The button cells must be separated
before being placed in blister packs.

Centralized data management prevents errors during
the packaging of microbatteries

Varta Microbattery:
Integrated data transfer
connects blister packaging
machine to the ERP system

Microbatteries are increasingly
being sold in individual blister packs

With its centralized data management system, Varta Microbattery is able to package large volumes and numerous variants of its
products with reliability and flexibility – all while keeping in accordance with modern Industry 4.0 concepts. It created the basis
for this information transfer from its microbattery blister packaging machines to the ERP system with open, PC-based control
technology from Beckhoff.
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With centralized data manage-

f. l. t. r.: Klaus Schoebel, Lean Production

ment, Varta can conduct detailed

Manager Varta Microbattery, Ulrich

efficiency analyses, for example,

Vogel, the Beckhoff sales office in

by preparing 24-hour charts of

Crailsheim, and Simon Ziegler, Produc-

operating and idle times.

tion-Engineer Varta Microbattery, in
front of a blister packaging machine for
button cells.

Based on the material number, the
ERP system delivers all related
information such as quantities,
graphics, EAN, and even the
matching camera and lighting
program.

Far right: Beckhoff control systems,
like the C6640 Industrial PC for cabinet
installation, communicate directly
with the ERP interface via the TwinCAT
TCP/IP server.

Varta Microbattery specializes in the production of microbatteries, which are

its performance, PC-based control technology is characterized especially by

shorter than AA batteries and have a diameter less than that of C batteries.

its outstanding communication capabilities with other systems, in our case

With its annual output of 700 million individual batteries, the Ellwangen-based

through a standard TCP/IP connection. The resulting integration options are

company is the world’s leading supplier of these so-called “button cells”, most

most important for us.”

of which are of the zinc-air variety for hearing aids. The packaging technology
for Varta microbatteries is characterized by the multitude of different battery

Before Varta implemented a centralized data management system, a separate

shapes and sizes, as well as the need to accommodate the requirements of

CAN-bus-based database was the only option available to supply the printers

Varta’s many customers.

with information. While this was state-of-the-art at the time, according to
Klaus Schoebel, it was cumbersome and could not be linked to the ERP system.

Their customer’s needs range from custom packages for small lot sizes, to

“In the beginning, we only wanted to solve the problem of having a printing

blister packs for standard products with annually changing expiration dates.

system that was completely separate from the packaging machine and the ERP

The greatest challenge in mastering these requirements is the prevention of in-

system. The solution was to have the operators enter the job data via mem-

correctly printed blister packs, as well as making sure that each job is assigned

brane keyboards – with lots of errors, of course.” As a result, entire batches

to the correct packaging process.

had to be unpacked and repacked. To prevent this, linking the job data with the
printing data was a must. Fortunately, the open Beckhoff control technology

Openness of PC-based control technology brings about

eliminated this problem, because the data could now be easily downloaded

integrated communication

over Ethernet lines from the ERP system, which was still quite small at the time.

Varta Microbattery has employed PC-based control technology from Beckhoff

This interface ran on each machine as a local application in the background, so

since 2002, implementing a wide range of products including EtherCAT Ter-

that the data could be correctly combined with the respective article number,

minals, AX5203 Servo Drives, C6640 control cabinet PCs, and particularly

via a classification in the ERP system, and sent to the printer.

the TwinCAT automation software. Simon Ziegler, Production Engineer at
Varta Microbattery, explains: “With its openness, TwinCAT offers so many

Central interface links controller and ERP data

advantages that, in the beginning, we even added Beckhoff controllers to

Today, Varta Microbattery’s ERP interface runs centrally as a multi-threaded

our traditional PLCs in order to ensure efficient and secure data communi-

application that can simultaneously serve multiple clients. As soon as a pro-

cation with our printers. As we built up our software expertise, we came up

duction job is scanned in, all necessary information is instantly available on the

with the idea of extending the data chain down to the visualization and ERP

packaging line. This not only eliminates typing mistakes, but makes the entire

systems.” Lean-Production Manager Klaus Schoebel adds: “In addition to

packaging process much more efficient, as Klaus Schoebel explains: "While
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the lot sizes have stayed more or less the same, we were able to almost triple

number to supply the necessary information such as quantities, graphics, EAN

our output in the last five years, even as we navigated a multitude of setup

(European Article Number), and even the appropriate camera program. Based

changeovers. Last year alone, we changed our setups 2,800 times on our three

on local order scanning, this provides the majority of line settings from the

main packaging lines. Without integrated communication from the controller

control technology to the label color to optimized lighting. We can also collect

to the ERP system, this would have been impossible."

machine run times and govern access authorizations for the machine controls.”
Schoebel adds: “TwinCAT even transmits all the information needed for an OEE

Data communication via the ERP interface

analysis. It collects the required data such as trouble messages and warnings at

Due to the long list of requirements regarding batch codes and the complex

several points in time and transmits the data packet to the ERP interface. The

printing of expiration dates on the blister packs, Varta Microbattery has devel-

transmission protocol is also capable of handling longer data streams.

oped a proprietary solution for the ERP interface. It is based on dual encryption
in hexadecimal code which transmits the data with only 16 characters, making

Open communication adds potential

it possible for the protocol to easily separate it from special or control charac-

The capabilities provided by the open communication approach also offer

ters. This string is implemented in the TwinCAT TCP/IP server, and the controller

significant potential for future developments. For example, Varta plans to inte-

simply converts the data string, processes it, and returns the result directly to

grate the robotics technology for setting up the printers into the system so that

the ERP interface through the TwinCAT TCP/IP server. The basic idea, according

the printing data can be optimally coordinated and controlled between robots

to Klaus Schoebel, is to have a truly open communication system where it does

and printers. Varta also wants to use PC-based control and Scientific Automa-

not matter whether the control information is transmitted to a SQL database,

tion, which are implemented with Beckhoff power measurement terminals, to

a printer, or the ERP system.

make its systems more energy-efficient and reduce power consumption peaks
in its factory.

Another interesting feature, according to Simon Ziegler, is the next step,
currently in development at Varta: “A new visualization and operating data
collection system is slated to use this data transmission protocol as well. As
far as the controller is concerned, the only interface left will be the one to the
ERP system, which forwards the information to the relevant entities, or collects information from them and sends it to the controller. The codes are then
processed in the interface itself, based on the encoding type stored in the SQL
database, and the ERP system uses the classification of the respective material
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Beckhoff Finland opens new headquarters
and looks back on 15 years of success
On February 6, 2015, Beckhoff Finland celebrated the opening of its newly built company headquarters in Hyvinkää. The Finnish
subsidiary has a modern office space, well-equipped support and service areas, a training center, increased storage space, and
sufficient room for further growth with a usable floor space of 2,000 square meters. Managing Director Mikko Uuskoski, his
team of 23 employees, and numerous invited guests had a further reason to celebrate: since its establishment in the year 2000,
Beckhoff Finland can look back on 15 successful years of constant growth.

More than 100 customers, company founder and Managing Director Hans

products and to be able to offer our customers optimal support, it was neces-

Beckhoff, as well as numerous Beckhoff employees accepted the invitation to

sary to establish our own subsidiary. In 2000, Finland was the third Beckhoff

the grand opening of the new Finnish headquarters in Hyvinkää. The varied

subsidiary,” said Kai Ristau. The growth in personnel was accompanied by the

program included presentations by the Beckhoff product managers on new

opening of regional offices in Seinäjoki and Tampere. However, the strategic

developments, as well as lectures by branch office managers and internatio-

expansion of the Beckhoff sales network in Scandinavia through the establish-

nal managing directors on interesting applications from their sales areas. In

ment of further subsidiary companies in Sweden, Denmark, and finally Norway,

the context of the topic “Meet the Product Managers”, the experts also took

should also be mentioned here. “In accordance with the positive business deve-

time for trade discussions with customers. In accordance with the celebratory

lopment, we relocated in 2008 to the ‘TechVilla Technology Center’ in Hyvinkää.

nature of the occasion, the day ended with a gala dinner and a party.

When Beckhoff Finland began to outgrow this building, the plans for a new
building matured,” Mikko Uukoski summed up in his speech.

In his address, Mikko Uuskoski and Kai Ristau, Head International Sales and
Business Development, reminisced about the entrepreneurial beginnings of

The new two-story building, erected in less than one year, impresses architec-

Beckhoff Finland. Mikko Uuskoski began the subsidiary in the year 2000,

turally through the use of timber and grey granite, both in the facade design

supported by two employees, to establish PC-based control technology in

and in the interior of the building. The choice of building materials was a

the Finnish market. That had been preceded in 1998 by initial sales activities

deliberate reference to the idyllic location of the headquarters on a woodland

through a distributor. “In order to be successful in the Finnish market with our

property.
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The headquarters of Beckhoff
Finland was erected on the outskirts
of Hyvinkää, surrounded by woods.
With reference to the environment,
regional granite and timber was
chosen for the facade and the
interior design. Energy is supplied
sustainably via ground source heat
pumps and a solar plant. Naturally,
the control of these systems and
the entire building automation,
including the AV systems, uses automation technology from Beckhoff.

Generously-sized rooms with mobile glass partition walls ensure transparency in the
spatial effects and flexibility of use. When the daylight is insufficient, integrated fluorescent tubes and spotlights generate the right mixture of indirect and direct lighting.

Hans Beckhoff, Managing Director
of Beckhoff, and Mikko Uuskoski,
Managing Director of Beckhoff
Finland (f. l. t. r.)

More than 100 customers, Hans Beckhoff and numerous employees from the German
headquarters, accepted the invitation.

“Our new headquarters offers us much more space – which is conducive to
higher productivity in a more relaxed environment,” as Mikko Uuskoski stresses. “Above all, however, we have also enlarged our capacities with regard to
the product warehouse, service and support, as well as our training rooms.
All in all, these are important factors with which we can offer our customers
improved service and optimized support.”
Beyond that, Beckhoff Finland strives to grow further and expand into different new markets: “We are already established in a great many traditional
branches of industry,” the Finnish managing director stresses. “In the future,
however, we will be concentrating even more on the food, beverage and
packaging industries. That said, we also regard energy generation and storage
as a growth market for us, in particular with regard to automation in the
power distribution sector,” says Mikko Uuskoski, outlining his strategy for
the future.
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Aurelio Banda named
President of Beckhoff
North America
Beginning January 1, 2015, a change in management took place at Beckhoff Automation LLC: Aurelio Banda, previously Vice
President of Sales and Marketing for Beckhoff USA, took over for Graham Harris as President in a planned transition. Harris, who
headed the North American subsidiary since 2003 and steered the company to considerable business development success, has
taken on a regional management position at Beckhoff USA following his tenure as president.

History of success for Beckhoff North America

was barely known in North America in the late 1990s, this changed when we

Graham Harris led the continuous expansion efforts of Beckhoff USA for more

started a strategic marketing campaign involving press work, a wide range of

than a decade. The company, which started in 1999 with only two employees

promotional activities, and participation in a range of industrial trade shows.

in a small office in Plymouth, Minnesota, today has grown to 126 employees*

Holding numerous educational seminars also helped establish Beckhoff in the

in the US and Canada and operates six regional offices to optimally support

North American automation market.”

the different sales regions. Over the years, the North American subsidiary
experienced growth averaging over 20 percent per year, from revenue of

Graham Harris summarizes his time as President with the following words:

$5 million USD in 2003 to $60 million by the end of the 2014 financial year.

“After 11 eventful years as President of Beckhoff North America, I have tran-

“I thank Graham Harris for this great record of success and his commitment to

sitioned into a regional management role in the southeast US. I look forward

the business relationships with end user customers and machine manufactur-

to continuing the promotion of the industry’s most advanced automation

ers in North America,” said Managing Director, Hans Beckhoff in a laudatory

technology in my new role, in collaboration with a team of highly-skilled

speech reflecting on Harris' time as president.

experts and innovative customers.”

“The main reason for our successful growth in recent years has been our

Aurelio Banda, who had already served as Beckhoff North America’s Vice

innovative technology, which enables us to attract new customers. PC- and

President of Sales and Marketing for some time, now presides over all busi-

EtherCAT-based control technology offers impressive speed and accuracy,

ness operations from the headquarters of Beckhoff Automation LLC in Savage,

ease of use, as well as simplified engineering and troubleshooting,” noted

Minnesota. “As a renowned specialist in the field of automation, Aurelio Banda

Graham Harris. “The cost advantages of PC-based control can be measured

has all the talent required to continue the positive business development we

not only in direct costs, but also in indirect costs relating to savings in

have become accustomed to, as the new President of Beckhoff North America,”

commissioning and changeover times, faster time to market, and more. Our

noted Hans Beckhoff.

dedicated team of sales and support engineers has been instrumental in
firmly establishing PC-based control technology in the market over the years.

Strategies for a strong future

Our product support is so well received that it has been nominated several

“I am honored to have been chosen to take over the management of the

times among the best support offered in the industry by customers. Last, but

Beckhoff North America subsidiary, and I see more bright developments in

certainly not least, our success is based on strategic marketing: while Beckhoff

our future,” said new President Aurelio Banda. “Having reached revenue of
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Change in management: Aurelio Banda (left) took
over the management of Beckhoff Automation LLC on
January 1, 2015. Graham Harris (right), who headed the
North American subsidiary since 2003, assumed a regional management role as part of a planned transition.

$60 million, a comprehensive sales network is an ideal basis for initiating

Competitive advantages with PC-based control

the next stage of development for Beckhoff in North America. In the past, we

“Since its foundation, Beckhoff has been systematically driving the conver-

have expanded into many areas and, starting from a few key industries, have

gence of automation technology (AT) and IT standards, which has proved

established ourselves in a wide range of applications and markets. Our focus

to be a highly successful strategy for customers opting for PC-based control

has been on machine automation solutions for packaging, machine tools/

technology,” said the new President. “With the integration of programming

CNC, metalworking, plastics, material handling, and assembly. A key aspect

standards originating from computer science in the TwinCAT 3 automation

of our customer service is long-term, ongoing collaboration, as exemplified by

software platform and support for OPC UA as a communication standard

Canadian company, Husky Injection Molding Systems (see page 40). We will

for Industry 4.0 and the ‘Internet of Things’, this development is currently

not lose sight of these key markets in the future, and will continue to develop

becoming even more dynamic. For our North American customers, this results

industry-specific hardware and software solutions, but we also intend to enter

in unique competitive advantages.”

new markets and continue our dynamic growth. Entertainment engineering is a
prime example, as stage and show technology is a particularly high-performing

*As of March 2015

market segment for Beckhoff North America. Many of the world’s largest and
best known companies in the entertainment industry are already among our
customers, because our technology perfectly matches the needs of the industry.”
“We already have a wide portfolio of universal automation components,
which, thanks to their modularity and scalability, can be applied to meet
the needs of any automation challenge. In recent years this has considerably
increased our share in the North American automation market, both regionally
and in key vertical markets,” said Aurelio Banda. “We will strengthen our presence in North America, through additional regional offices and increased sales
and technical staff, to offer even better local support for our clients. In parallel
with the expansion of our team, we will implement a further segmentation
of our sales regions.”
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PC-based control and EtherCAT consolidate material handling control platform

Performance and
flexibility boost
warehouse logistics
The demands placed on warehousing and distribution processes are constantly increasing. In particular, customers expect online vendors to pick, pack, and ship ordered goods almost in real-time.
As a leading material handling equipment provider that is up to this challenge, United Sortation
Solutions, (USS) based in Owings Mills, Maryland, specializes in highly-automated distribution
systems that help retailers and warehouses keep up with the fast-paced times.
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The USS portfolio of material handling equipment has many standard offerings
that can be highly customized to each application.

Accordingly, the list of USS clients is impressive, including many high profile

cated in its architecture and not as flexible as we needed.” USS now uses a con-

companies in a variety of industries that range from retail to pharmaceutical to

trol platform that comprises a variety of Beckhoff Embedded PCs with TwinCAT

food and beverage. “One of our largest customers is the Ascena Retail Group,

automation software and EtherCAT as the communication system. The compact

Inc., a leading North American retailer of apparel for women and girls, which op-

CP2907 Control Panel with a 7-inch display serves as the HMI hardware.

erates over 3,800 stores in the United States and Canada with annual revenue of
over $4.5 billion,” says Howard Eisenberg, President, United Sortation Solutions.

To move their I/O technology forward, USS examined the leading industrial
Ethernet technologies. “USS determined that EtherCAT was even faster than

The USS portfolio of material handling and sorting equipment includes many

what our requirements dictated. In addition, the number of I/O points that we

standard modules such as vertical lifts, stackers/de-stackers, flat sorters, and a

can implement on an EtherCAT network is essentially limitless,” Howard Eisen-

sorter for small items. Depending on the application requirements, the individual

berg explains. EtherCAT has become the all-purpose bus for all machine lines,

modules are combined to make a custom-made material handling system. USS

covering control, I/O, drives, and even safety. The I/O system includes EtherCAT

systems are designed to be flexible and compact for implementation in facilities

Terminals, EtherCAT Box modules and, for the integration of safety functionality,

with space-restricted layouts.

TwinSAFE terminals. Howard Eisenberg considers it a great advantage that the
EtherCAT Terminals can be connected directly to the Embedded PCs. “Now we

Controller retrofit provides higher performance

only need one standard Ethernet cable and addressing is done automatically, so

and greater flexibility

the work has been considerably reduced,” he stresses.

USS has over a decade of experience developing advanced material handling
technologies. “We were increasingly coming up against the limits with our orig-

Modularity and compact design save space and costs

inal control concept, so we decided on a retrofit,” explains Jeff Zerr, Director of

The modularity of the High Density (HD) EtherCAT I/O terminals, offering 1 to

Engineering, United Sortation Solutions. “The existing system was overcompli-

16 channels, is proving very convenient for the specialists in material handling
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The operator interface is a compact CP2907 “built-in” Control Panel
with a 7-inch display.

equipment: “At just 12 mm wide, HD Terminals save a substantial amount of
space compared to conventional methods of implementing 16 I/O channels,”
explains Jeff Zerr. “Also, depending on the amount of I/O required, we can easily
switch to 2-, 4- or 8-channel terminals. That gives us additional flexibility and
makes our spare parts management simpler.”
The Ascena Retail Group has achieved considerable reductions in system costs and

The IP 67-rated EtherCAT Box modules distributed down the length of USS ma-

on-site commissioning times on the basis of the new control technology in USS

chines are designed for harsh industrial environments. “We benefit in particular

material handling systems.

from the freely-configurable digital inputs or outputs in one device. For example,
EP2338 modules have 8 configurable channels, and EP2349 modules provide
16 configurable channels.
Depending on the type of equipment and the required performance, USS

Integrated safety solution with TwinSAFE

alternatively uses the CX2030 Embedded PC with a 1.5 GHz Intel® Core™ i7

Since distribution and warehousing facilities are hives of human activity, a

dual-core CPU, the CX5010 with a 1.1 GHz Intel® Atom™ Z510 processor or

robust safety system is a must-have. Replacing numerous hard-wired relay

the CX9020 with a 1 GHz ARM Cortex™ A8 processor as the control platform.

circuits, TwinSAFE I/O solutions in both IP 20 and IP 67 protection are now

“With the CX2030s and CX5010s, we can leverage a full Windows OS environ-

used to implement functional safety in USS systems. “Most of the sorters we

ment which we sometimes need, depending on the application, for specific file

manufacture are quite long and safety devices are installed down the length of

management requirements,” Jeff Zerr says. “If an Embedded Windows OS is all

the equipment, so distributed safety I/O pays off quickly,” Jeff Zerr explains. “It

that’s required, the compact CX9020s with Windows CE Embedded Standard,

gives us excellent flexibility: as we add safety equipment today, we simply add

for example, offer surprisingly high performance with low hardware costs. We

more TwinSAFE I/O.”

run all our PLC, HMI and motion control tasks on these Embedded PCs.”
Integrated optimization through to the drive technology
TwinCAT 3 as the universal software platform

For the drive system of its machines, the company utilizes AX5000 EtherCAT

“We previously used numerous PLC programming environments and frequently

Servo Drives, optionally in single or dual-channel versions, connected to

switched platforms because no single software could do everything for us,” Jeff

AM8000-series synchronous servomotors via One Cable Technology (OCT). USS

Zerr explains. “Today, TwinCAT 3 offers us a universal programming environ-

frequently implements electronic gearing in TwinCAT 3 to coordinate two ser-

ment that we can use with our entire range of machines. We use structured text

vomotors on one drive, which simplifies the mechanical designs of equipment

and ladder diagrams as programming languages, as well as various IT-oriented

and lowers material costs.

programming languages and tools, including Microsoft Visual Studio®. Using
TwinCAT 3, we have also begun implementing source code management and

USS elevates PC- and EtherCAT-based control

are building up comprehensive software libraries for our different material

to the control standard

handling solutions. Over time this will save us considerable programming and

After thorough testing and a successful initial implementation, USS has standard-

configuration time,” Jeff Zerr adds.

ized on the PC- and EtherCAT-based control platform from Beckhoff. “Whether
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USS utilizes compact Embedded PCs from Beckhoff to run all automation
and control functions on its sortation and warehousing systems.

The CX5010 Embedded PC is directly connected to the TwinSAFE I/O system,
allowing USS to implement a range of safety functions along sortation lines.

measure new software projects in terms of weeks instead of months and
machine startup tasks taking days instead of weeks,” Howard Eisenberg adds.
“We have found the perfect solution for us in EtherCAT. The consolidation of
all our machine programming into one feature-filled software environment also
represents a significant technological step forward for us.”

The IP 67 rated EtherCAT Box modules distributed down the length of USS machines
are installed directly on the equipment, outside of electrical cabinets and designed
to resist dust and moisture in industrial environments.

implementing a stacker, lift, or sorter of any size, Beckhoff PC-based control
and EtherCAT is our control standard today,” Howard Eisenberg reports. “The
EtherCAT network not only offers unlimited advantages with regard to performance and speed, it has made our distribution systems much more competitive
with easy expandability,” Jeff Zerr adds. “We experienced a win-win with performance increases that went along with hardware and labor cost reductions.”
In Howard Eisenberg’s view, the use of TwinCAT 3 has also brought along a
series of advantages for USS: “As our code continues its maturation and as we
further leverage the programming versatility of TwinCAT 3, I expect we will
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Safe and hygienic packaging for consumer products

Enhanced performance and reduced
costs in bottle cap lining and
post-molding automation equipment
Food and beverage quality hinges on the reliability of sealing technology used in packaging, necessitating very high quality
requirements in this area. In order to prevent the entry of oxygen and a change in the taste or shelf life of the product
through oxidation, the caps of beverage bottles, for example, employ a liner. This provides additional protection for the
hermetic seal between the cap and the container opening. One of the leading specialists in this market segment is Canadian company, MMC Packaging, based in Laval, Quebec. For two decades, the packaging innovator has supplied turnkey
systems for the lining of plastic and metal caps. Major customers for MMC include suppliers to the food and beverage,
pharmaceutical, and personal care/beauty products industries.

The cap lining machines from MMC Packaging cut the lining material (pulp,

PC-based control increases efficiency

foam, cardboard or foil) and insert it into the cap. Depending on the machine

The control hardware previously used by MMC Packaging had reached its

configuration, cutting may take place as rotary die cutting; i.e. rolls of liners

technological limits: “The processing speed, system memory, data storage

are pre-cut and subsequently fed to the insertion station. With punch and die

and database capabilities would not allow any further optimization of our

technology, the liners are cut and inserted into the cap in a single operation.

machine,” explains Mathieu Ouellet, Vice President of Business and Product

Subsequently, a vision system inspects the caps to ensure they are free of

Development, MMC Packaging. “We needed more processing power on the

defects before they are sorted or moved to the next production step.

one hand, and greater flexibility of the control platform on the other. In
addition, we wanted a state-of-the-art user interface with a wide variety of

MMC Packaging has designed various lining machine versions to suit different

standard programming tools.”

cap sizes and types: up to 1,200 caps can be processed per minute, depending
on the type of machine and the operating mode. MMC’s best-selling machine,

The complete automation of the LM-270, including the feeding, cutting and

the LM-270, performs 150 cycles per minute, according to MMC Packaging’s

mounting of the liner, inspection/rejection, and the confirmation of rejects,

President and owner, Philippe McNally. The cutting and insertion of the liner

runs on a PC-based control system from Beckhoff. A C6525 Industrial PC (IPC)

can be done both for one and two caps at a time, so that up to 300 parts

with Intel® Celeron® dual-core processor and TwinCAT 3 automation software

can be processed per minute. The settings of every component in the line are

provides the foundation for the control system. “With TwinCAT 3, manual

managed automatically, so changing a recipe or production parameters can be

intervention is minimized when performing timing changes on the machine,”

done at the press of a button and production changeovers take less than 30

stresses Yan Letourneau, Senior Electrical Designer, MMC Packaging. Using

minutes. Some machine models from MMC can also run several tooling types,

automatic timing in software, the LM-270 machine, with all its connected

eliminating the downtime associated with production changeover.

peripherals, can change speed on the fly and adapt the production rate of
the machine to the client’s needs to maintain high throughput, among other
concerns. TwinCAT 3 NC PTP controls and synchronizes the indexing, cutting,
and insertion of the lining material with registration marks. “TwinCAT 3 Scope
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MMC Packaging supplies
modern, turnkey lining machines for the post-molding
of metal or plastic caps in
the food, pharmaceutical and
personal care/beauty products
industries.
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Philippe McNally, President

Ted Sarazin, Beckhoff Regional Sales Manager for Quebec and the Atlantic Provinces, Yan Letourneau, Senior

and owner of MMC Packaging

Electrical Designer, MMC Packaging, and Bertrand Chuissé, Software Engineer, MMC Packaging (f. l. t. r.)

records all the data in the process,” Yan Letourneau continues. “The PC is not

which checks the quality of the caps. In this case, a CX2040 Embedded PC, with

only a central controller, but also a production data recorder.”

TwinCAT 3 automation software and EtherCAT as the system bus, simultaneously
runs several automation, control, and data acquisition tasks. “With four cameras,

Modernized machine operation with multi-touch

we can now inspect up to 2,400 caps per minute and process up to 9,600 images

The LM-270 lining machine uses a multi-touch Control Panel from the Beckhoff

per minute without causing strain on the CPU,” Yan Letourneau confirms.

CP391x series as its HMI hardware. “With the PC and EtherCAT-based control
platform, we created a state-of-the-art user interface that provides the client

EtherCAT as the universal system bus for I/O, motion and safety

with important production data in real-time,” comments Yan Letourneau.

“Thanks to EtherCAT, control speeds in the low microsecond range are now

“This also includes comprehensive operational and performance data from

commonplace for MMC Packaging, such as triggering cameras in the vision

the machine. MMC clients have up-to-the-second information regarding the

system at 250 microseconds,” notes Yan Letourneau. “The integrated TwinSAFE

health and efficiency of equipment, optimizing maintenance efforts and boost-

safety solution from Beckhoff represents further added value. We use standard

ing machine uptime.” MMC Packaging utilizes 3D models and tutorial videos

Ethernet cables for safety technology as all the safety data now goes through

for operator training and support regarding the handling of the new control

the EtherCAT protocol and there are TwinSAFE terminals in use throughout the

platform. “The ability to run the Windows-based graphical interface, as well

machine. A system-integrated programmable safety solution is much easier to

as PLC and motion control tasks, on a single device was, in our view, a huge

modify in the future as our machine designs evolve.” MMC Packaging primarily

factor in favor of PC-based control,” stresses Mathieu Ouellet. “Our 3D manual

uses TwinSAFE for emergency stops, safety devices, and for safety measures on

uses multi-touch functionality, programmed using C++ and C with pinch ges-

drives. The TwinSAFE drive option cards are used on the Beckhoff AX5000 Servo

tures for zooming in and out, allowing customers to view valuable equipment

Drives to implement safe stop functions (STO, SS1).

information, for example.”
Machine footprint reduced, performance increased
Tried and tested in the LM-270 cap lining machine, the PC-based control platform

MMC Packaging uses servomotors from the AM8000 series which feature One

is now also employed by MMC Packaging in its QTVision™ inspection system,

Cable Technology (OCT). “The One Cable Technology, along with high-density
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With the use of AM8000 servomotors with One Cable Technology, the number of
necessary motor cables and connectors is decreased by 50 %.

EtherCAT I/Os and integrated TwinSAFE safety solution are perfect for the
streamlined machine design that was our goal,” says Mathieu Ouellet. “Instead of managing all control wires from the central units to all of our peripherals, we now only have to wire a single Ethernet cable, which dramatically
cuts our wiring cost and saves approximately 20 to 24 hours of installation
time per setup. A further advantage is that EtherCAT allows the integration of
any standard Ethernet device. MMC also uses the EtherCAT gateway terminals
as an interface to other networks and protocols when required.”
“The first stage of the controller upgrade has now been successfully completed,” states Anthi Balafoutis, Sales and Marketing Coordinator, MMC
Packaging. “So far we have converted the LM-270 machines, our MMC-icon™
user interface, and our QTVision™ inspection system to the PC-based control
The LM-270 lining machine uses a CP391x multi-touch Control Panel as HMI. The state-

platform. The next step will be to implement this technology in our entire

of-the-art user interface provides the client with important production data in real-time.

range of machines.”

Further information:
www.mmcpackaging.com
www.beckhoff.ca
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Canadian plastics industry leader, Husky Injection Molding Systems
perfectly balances efficiency, quality and costs

High-precision control technology lowers consumption
of raw materials in
injection molding machines
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Whether you prefer soda, water, tea or fruit juice, you
can safely assume that the plastic bottle containing
your drink started its life as a so-called ‘preform’.
The preforms for PET bottles are produced using an
injection molding process and look like a plastic test
tube with a threaded neck for the bottle cap. In the
second step, they are loaded into a blow molding
machine, where they are stretched and inflated to
form the finished bottle. An enormous share of the
global market for PET plastic bottles is based on
preforms manufactured using machines built by the
Canadian plastics industry innovator, Husky Injection
Molding Systems Ltd.

Husky is a leading global manufacturer of injection molding machines and a
provider of services to the plastics industry. The company, which is headquartered in Bolton, Ontario, has manufacturing facilities in Canada, the United
States, China, Luxembourg, Austria, Switzerland, and the Czech Republic. A robust service and sales network comprising more than 40 branch offices supports
customers in more than 100 countries. An extensive machine portfolio enables
the manufacturing of a wide range of plastic products from bottles and bottle
caps to components for medical technology.
A long history of PC-based machine control
Husky has been one of the world’s leading users of PC-based control technology
from Beckhoff since the late 1990s, with several thousands of systems in the
field. “We have built one generation of PC control system after another, and in
over 15 years of continuity, a reliable cooperation has been established between
Husky and Beckhoff,” says Electrical Design Team Leader, Endel Mell. Beyond
that, Husky has developed a comprehensive spare part and retrofit program,
ENCORE™, which helps customers with older Husky machine generations upgrade to modern PC-based control without having to purchase a new machine.
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A major trend in the injection molding industry is the reduction of raw mate-

PC (IPC) with Intel® Core™ i7 quad core processor, equipped with TwinCAT NC

rials used, while at the same time ensuring top product quality, i.e. excellent

PTP automation software. It drives the complete system, including PLC, motion

mechanical performance characteristics of the end product and low unit costs.

control, measurement technology, communication to auxiliary devices, and all

“These requirements can only be implemented through high-precision process

HMI functions.

control on the basis of innovative automation technology. Husky remains at the
forefront of the industry through best-in-class system design,” says Director

In order to maintain the company’s market position as a leading technology

of Development Engineering, Roman Pirog. “We design the system and the

supplier, Husky takes great care to protect the intellectual property (IP) of their

automation around the product and, in doing so, create specialized solutions.

machinery, especially in all areas of software. Using TwinCAT software, Husky

This ensures the best possible throughput as well as efficiency in materials use

has created a wide range of their own software libraries for Motion Control and
hydraulic control. “In the HyPET® HPP5, we run the PLC tasks on one processor

and parts quality.”

core, while another core is reserved for the HMI software,” explains Teodor TariHusky has implemented this concept with its new machine generation for the

ta-Nistor. “This helps us decrease the sampling times of the I/O signals while at

production of PET preforms. Customer suggestions were incorporated into the

the same time optimizing the overall control quality of our production processes.

development, according to Paul Commisso, Global Marketing and Communica-

The real-time control capability and repeatability of each motion axis are crucial

tions Manager at Husky: “The HyPET® HPP5 successfully builds on the proven

for the quality of the end product.”

technology of the long-running HyPET® platform. By equipping it with additional
functionalities, the end user can reduce total production costs and at the same

Customized Control Panels provide unique machine appearance

time ensure top quality of the preforms.”

The innovations found within the HyPET® HPP5 also include the new
POLARIS™ operator interface. Using a customized 19” CP3919 Control Panel

Modern multi-core Industrial PCs boost injection performance

from Beckhoff, the interface has a look that is unique to the HPP5. This

With its strategic new developments, Husky is purposefully catering to their

ensures clear differentiation not only on the overall marketplace, but also

customers by anticipating the needs of the market. In the HyPET® HPP5, the

within Husky’s extensive portfolio of machines. “During the development

company presents a system aimed at supporting its customers in the realization

of the HyPET® HPP5, Husky decided to use a larger display format. The

of even more competitive injection molding processes. “Recently, we began

CP3919 perfectly fit the bill with its 19” TFT screen and brilliant resolution of

using multi-core Industrial PCs (IPCs) to bundle the new software functionality

1280 x 1024,” says Roman Pirog. “In addition to the color scheme and the

we added to the HyPET® HPP5 while maintaining ever-faster scan times in

logo on the POLARIS™ panel, we cooperated very closely with Beckhoff in

our control platform,” explains Teodor Tarita-Nistor, Control Software Team

the panel layout. The result is that we now have an injection molding-focused

®

Leader. The central control platform of the HyPET HPP5 is a C6930 Industrial

button layout with outstanding ergonomics.”

An enormous share of the world market for PET plastic
bottle preforms is manufactured on injection molding
machines from Husky Injection Molding Systems.

The Husky HyPET® HPP5 successfully builds on the proven technology of the HyPET®
platform, which has had a long-term presence on the market. Adding further functionality enables end users to lower their total cost of manufacturing while ensuring
optimum preform quality.
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The software engineering team at Husky completely redeveloped the
POLARIS™ HMI programming in order to further increase the effectiveness
of the machines and to improve user-friendliness. Husky created the HMI

At a glance

software using C# as the programming language and enriched it with customized injection molding features that go beyond conventional HMI software
platforms. The logic of the POLARIS™ was designed so that peripheral devices

Solutions for the plastic industry
High-precision process control in the production of preforms

such as temperature controllers can be monitored and operated. The system
software and menu screens were also revised for a simplified machine startup. Logic was added that reacts to signals from auxiliary devices and alarms
during service operation. The HMI can also provide specific instructions how to

Customer benefits
Use of raw materials reduced, while at the same time ensuring
top product quality

rectify, for example, the misalignment of a mold without the help of a crane,
which improves uptime significantly.
EtherCAT added to Husky’s winning formula
Husky not only uses modern PC-based control systems; since 2006 it has also
employed EtherCAT, the industrial Ethernet communication system developed
by Beckhoff. “With EtherCAT and TwinCAT software working together, there is a

PC-based control with EtherCAT
– C6930 Industrial PC with Intel® Core™ i7 quad-core processor
– TwinCAT NC PTP
– Customized POLARIS™ user interface, using a CP3919
Control Panel with 19-inch screen
– EtherCAT industrial Ethernet system and I/O components

wide range of diagnostic tools at Husky’s disposal to pinpoint any problems with
equipment or the end product. Naturally, this is a major benefit that maximizes
uptime,” says Endel Mell.
For the I/O system, Husky has integrated a wide range of EtherCAT solutions
from Beckhoff. “Through EtherCAT, Husky has achieved a better unification
of our communication system while reducing I/O wiring and troubleshooting
efforts,” Tarita-Nistor states. Husky uses EtherCAT High Density (HD) terminals,
which offer a maximum of 16 digital inputs or outputs, or a mixture of the two,
in a 12 mm terminal housing. “We are constantly adding functions to the machine and this requires new I/O modules,” explains Endel Mell. “However, our
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As a centralized multi-tasking controller, the C6930 Industrial PC drives the entire
®

HyPET HPP5 system, including PLC, motion control, measurement technology,

The modular EtherCAT Terminal system also allows Husky to implement advanced
I/O functions such as energy measurement.

communication to auxiliary devices, and all HMI functions.

machine footprint can’t get any bigger, so we benefit from HD Terminals. We can

architectures more complicated and require varying, highly specialized soft-

fit many more I/O points in the same or smaller space.”

ware platforms.”

Apart from a wide range of IP 20-rated I/O solutions, Husky has also implement-

Husky generates further increases in performance from the use of

ed EtherCAT Box modules in IP 67 protection for machine-mountable I/O that

EtherCAT-based eXtreme Fast Control (XFC) technology from Beckhoff. “The

can withstand harsh plant environments outside of control cabinets. In addition,

EL3702 and EL4732 XFC terminals with oversampling functions help us

the Beckhoff FM3312-B110 thermocouple fieldbus modules with EtherCAT in-

minimize control loop delays, maximize cycle time speeds, and increase the

terface on Husky machines can each be connected to 12 or 32 thermocouples.

accuracy of our controls,” explains Teodor Tarita-Nistor. Through the use of

The connecting circuitry for these thermocouples is accommodated in a robust,

the XFC terminals, the signals are oversampled with an adjustable integer

splash-proof industrial plug housing. This enables the fast and simple connec-

multiple of the bus cycle time. The base time of the terminal can be synchro-

tion and disconnection of the thermocouples.

nized precisely with other EtherCAT devices via distributed clocks. The XFC
terminals can output a maximum of 100,000 values, i.e. 100,000 samples per

The modular EtherCAT Terminal system also allows Husky to implement ad-

channel per second.

vanced I/O functions. The EL3413 three-phase power measurement terminal,
for example, is used in the HyPET® HPP5, allowing voltage measurements up to

Husky extends its lead

690 V. It tracks the current consumption of the machine and supplies feedback

The HyPET® HPP5 project was completed at the end of 2013, and the positive

on energy use while providing detailed data for statistical analysis. “Instead

results can be expressed in compelling figures: “Considering all aspects of the

of using a separate, stand-alone measuring instrument, the EL3413 is fully

system design, the new machine generation provides productivity and cycle time

integrated into the standard EtherCAT I/O system,” says Teodor Tarita-Nistor,

gains between 3 % and 12 %, based on the application,” Roman Pirog reports.

describing the advantages of this solution. “A dedicated energy measurement

One of the top results Husky has generated using EtherCAT is a new level of

solution would be more limited in terms of connectivity; it would make system

processing speed. “We can now run our processes at 500 μs, which was not
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With the new POLARIS™ HMI, which is based on a custom CP3919 19-inch Control
Panel, the HyPET® HPP5 has a look that is unique to the HPP5, ensuring clear differentiation in the marketplace and within Husky’s extensive portfolio of machines.

possible with other fieldbuses in our application,” explains Tarita-Nistor. He goes
on: “We can even achieve performance of 100 μs in one project that is presently
in the development phase at Husky.”
The increased system accuracy and improved reaction times of the control
solution ensure exact repeatability in the HyPET® HPP5, i.e., the customer can
precisely target an optimized weight when manufacturing preforms. This allows
the customer to minimize the use of raw materials without risking the production of non-compliant parts. The EtherCAT-equipped injection molding systems
from Husky can maintain performance within the range of Six Sigma and ensure
industry-leading part precision and quality. Through its innovative injection
molding systems, Husky enables its customers to save hundreds of thousands of
dollars on raw materials and operating costs per machine per year. “In order to
maintain this leading position in our industry, Husky will continue to integrate
the latest automation technologies into our machines in order to improve the
competitiveness and profitability of our customers,” says Roman Pirog.

Further information:
www.husky.co
www.beckhoff.ca
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Integrated PC- and EtherCAT-based solution for special-purpose machine used in the automotive industry

Open control technology
for high-precision, networked
steering shaft assembly
Vehicle steering column shafts are very sensitive, yet important, components of automotive steering systems. Accordingly, high
demands are placed on the production of these products. LCA Automation AG specializes in these types of assembly plants,
and values the openness and flexibility of PC-based control and drive technology from Beckhoff.
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LCA Automation AG, based in Affoltern am Albis, Switzerland, is a special-pur-

PC Control offers scalability and openness

pose machine manufacturer with many years of experience, particularly in man-

LCA Automation has benefitted from Beckhoff’s PC-based control technology

ufacturing equipment for the automotive industry. One of LCA’s core production

since 2000. Rainer Pölzl has been involved since the beginning: “Originally we

areas includes steering components, which it supplies to almost all of Europe’s

used our own proprietary hardware and software. However, since our customers

vehicle manufacturers. Rainer Pölzl, who is responsible for project planning

increasingly demanded standard technologies, a decision to switch was made

and control engineering, explains: “We deliver turnkey assembly systems, from

in 1999. There were good reasons for choosing Beckhoff, including the broad,

planning and development through to construction and commissioning. This

scalable and open product range, the high performance of Industrial PC (IPC)

includes mechanical construction, as well as electronics, control technology,

technology and, above all, the company’s ability to continuously innovate. It

and software. A key component of our philosophy is close cooperation with our

was important for us that PC Control offered a highly flexible and integrated

customers, which enables us to respond flexibly to all requirements – such as

system of coordinated software and hardware, right down to the I/O level. The

for automatic or semi-automatic processes, or lean management concepts – and

technology also offered significant advantages in terms of horizontal and ver-

implement them in an optimized manner. A good example is the current assem-

tical integration, due to the fact that the openness of the system facilitates the

bly line for the sliding connection of a steering column, which not only has to

integration of our machines in interlinked assembly lines at the end customers,

work efficiently, but also maintain a high level of accuracy. After all, in a head-

as well as communication with their MES and ERP systems.

on collision, correct yielding of the steering wheel and the steering column can
be crucial for the survival of the vehicle driver and passengers.”

The control system for the steering shaft assembly line at LCA Automation AG
is consistently PC-based. Thanks to the openness of PC Control, it can easily be
integrated into production lines and in the ERP environment.
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Rainer Pölzl (left), who is responsible
for project planning and control engineering at LCA Automation AG, and
Managing Director Christoph P. Rennhard examine the assembly results.

There was another aspect through which LCA Automation AG leveraged the

‘feed stations’, where the individual components are placed in the workpiece

flexibility and performance of PC-based control technology. Due to the high

carriers of the automated transport system. The carriers then pass through the

complexity of the proprietary axis and process control system, the only way to

individual processing stations. At one of the stations, the tubular raw material

move forward was a gradual migration towards a full PC Control solution, as

is pressed and shaped, and before it is connected with other components, it

Rainer Pölzl explained: “First, the existing control software, which had been spe-

is greased and oiled. At each processing station, checks are carried out for di-

cifically tailored to our needs, was mapped to TwinCAT. Over the years, more and

mensional accuracy and function. For example, the presence of all the required

more of the numerous processes were migrated and developed further. Thanks

parts is verified as is the compliance with specified forces in joining processes.

to the openness of PC Control, we were initially enable to run it in parallel with

This results in very reliable part quality assurance and reject identification. The

our own motion and process control, which we were then able to integrate

corresponding information is then assigned to the respective workpiece carrier.

via PROFIBUS quite easily. Supported by the continuous development of the

A complex final examination takes place in a measuring station that represents

Beckhoff system, for example in the form of high-performance processors or

the most important part of the LCA expertise, as Rainer Pölzl explains: “On the

through the introduction of integrated, very fast EtherCAT right down to the

one hand, vehicle steering components must be backlash-free, but on the other,

I/O terminal, we were finally able to fully retire our old system in 2010.”

the connections must not be too tight to prevent ‘telescoping’ in the event of
an accident. Around three years ago, we were able to migrate this test, which

Complex assembly lines with flexible control technology

requires in-depth know-how, from our proprietary control system to the PC-

The recently developed steering shaft assembly line, which covers an area of

based system.”

around 120 square meters, uses PC Control throughout. The production process
was implemented in close cooperation with the customer. The finely scalable,

According to Rainer Pölzl, existing systems also increasingly benefit from the

modular design of PC-based control, and the resulting high degree of flexibility

performance of PC-based control technology: “Many of our systems have been

in the application, proved to be very beneficial during this process. Rainer Pölzl

operating reliably at our customers’ facilities for 20 years or more. In order to

continued: “Meticulous attention to customer requirements is one of the trade-

modernize these machines without prolonged production downtime, we sim-

marks of LCA Automation AG. Our exceptionally short development times can

ulate our previous control components with the PC-based system. In this way,

only be achieved by starting the machine design at a stage where the user only

the existing control system doesn’t even ‘notice’ that the hardware was been

has a prototype of the end product, if even then. It goes without saying that

upgraded with advanced components. This allows us to exchange different

continuous optimization of the end product has to go hand-in-hand with cor-

modules one by one, thereby replacing the existing hardware gradually. Due

responding adjustments to the machine design. The flexible control technology

to the increasing variety of product types to be produced, the control software

optimally supports such modifications, which can take the form of additional

has become too complex to be replaced directly. The approach described above

process steps or new axis configurations.”

has the advantage that, by simulating the hardware, it is possible to continue
using the existing software. During the modernization of individual machine

Based on this approach, the company was able to implement the whole steer-

modules, we also benefit from the wide range of IPC form factors. The modules

ing shaft assembly line in just eight months. The line features three manual

can initially be realized flexibly using the compact Embedded PCs from the
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At a glance:
Solutions for the automotive industry
Integrated control solution for steering shaft assembly
Customer benefits
Open and scalable control simplifies new installations
and retrofits.
Applied PC control
– AX5000, AM3000: 18 dynamic and precise servo axes
– C6930, CP7902: four control cabinet IPCs and Control Panels
– EPxxxx: IP 67 I/Os for data acquisition close to the process
– EtherCAT: fast and seamless data communication
– TwinCAT: PLC and motion control as an integrated solution
Four C6930 control cabinet
IPCs – each equipped with a
battery pack and UPS – form
the core of the control system
for the assembly line.

perfectly blends into the PC Control system, as Rainer Pölzl testifies: “Thanks
to the excellent system integration, TwinCAT enables optimum access to the
data. As a result, subsequent extensions can be implemented much more easily
than would be the case with third-party software.”
Opportunities for further innovation
For future projects, Rainer Pölzl sees further innovation potential, thanks to
PC-based control. For example, the software is currently being upgraded to
TwinCAT 3: “The main advantage for us is the use of C/C++ as a programming
language, because we have long-standing expertise with this and are able
to implement complex function blocks. With C programming as an integral
part of the process, it is possible to integrate these quickly and easily as
The compact design is facilitated by the drive technology – shown here with an

encapsulated functions, e.g. for hydraulic axes that are synchronized with

AM3000 servomotor – and the IP 67 I/O modules of the EP series (in the middle

high precision.”

of the picture) for distributed signal acquisition directly at the process.

Rainer Pölzl also sees many advantages in the advanced multi-touch control
technology, particularly in connection with the CP-Link 4 one-cable technology
CX series. A control cabinet IPC lends itself when it finally comes to replacing

for displays. Smaller target markets, such as the medical or railway industries,

the ‘heart’ of the system. This modularity and diversity is very well suited to

tend to be much more open in this regard than more standardized markets like

our approach.”

the automotive industry. Multi-touch offers significant enhancements for machine users with regard to operating preferences and safety. On that note, the

The current steering shaft assembly line uses four C6930 control cabinet

topic of machine safety is also on Rainer Pölzl’s development agenda: “Together

IPCs with Intel® Core™2 Duo processors (2.53 GHz), each connected to a 15"

with the introduction of TwinCAT 3, we will also migrate our safety solution,

CP7902 Control Panel. One of the computers is used as a master, e.g. for trans-

which was previously implemented separately, to the Beckhoff system.”

ferring process data and interfacing with the ERP level. The other IPCs control
the internal processes of the assembly line. The complex process comprises
more than 1000 I/Os, which – according to Rainer Pölzl – are implemented
locally via IP 67-rated EtherCAT Box modules, particularly when it comes to
logging analog data. Other components include 18 servo axes, which are
composed of AX5000 servo drives and AM3000 servomotors and controlled
via TwinCAT NC I. EtherCAT is used for high-performance networking, which
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Further information:
www.lca-automation.ch
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PC-based control and EtherCAT drive technology for laser machine tools

Laser machining with open,
fast data communication
and dynamic motion control

Photo: Wieser Automation

When speed and flexibility are critical in machine tool applications, laser machining is often the technology of choice. Lasers
are capable of cutting, welding, and perforating metal and non-metal parts while eliminating the high cost of tools. The
increased use of modern materials such as carbon-fiber or fiberglass composites in high-volume manufacturing requires the
use of laser machine tools. These are the types of applications for which Wieser Automation has developed an advanced
new machine, leveraging the openness and high speed of the Beckhoff control platform.
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Roland Hutter, sales manager for laser machine tools at Wieser Automation, sees increasing demand for 3D laser machines like the W:Laser, whose axes can be controlled
with exceptional speed and precision.

Established over 20 years ago as a one-person metalworking shop, Wieser

TwinCAT CNC provides the necessary performance to enable the multi-

Automation – Maschinenbau GmbH, based in Scheffau, Austria, now provides

layered movements and 5-axis kinematics of the W:Laser machine. This is

complete customized solutions and serves as a systems integrator. The com-

ideal for the W:Laser application, as the CNC functionality is fully PC- and

pany’s services range from mechanical and control engineering, to production

software-based. The TwinCAT real-time kernel and the powerful PC platform

and assembly, as well as commissioning the equipment and linking it to the

provide the ideal foundation for software-based CNC, as the complex machine

customer’s IT systems. About half of Wieser Automation’s customers are in the

kinematics and difficult processing tasks in laser machining require real-time

automotive industry, followed by the packaging, woodworking, steel and elec-

transformation in the CNC to ensure flexible operation and programming. For

tronics industries. In addition to complete production lines, Wieser Automation

instance, the user can define different coordinate systems or automatically

makes custom-designed circulating systems, rotary indexing tables, assembly

generate compensating motions for rotational axes. The 3D machining offered

and machining cells, as well as production, testing, and measuring equipment.

by Wieser Automation with its 5-axis processing is a classic example of such
an application.

Recently, according to Ronald Hotter, sales manager for laser machining
equipment, Wieser Automation is receiving more and more inquiries for laser

Wieser Automation also notes that the ability to connect different I/O modules

machining systems: “There is a clear trend toward using lasers for processes

through any of today’s popular fieldbus systems was a key benefit. This is

such as marking, welding or cutting. For non-metal products such as plastics,

especially critical, as the laser is sourced from a supplier and operates within

fiberglass-enforced plastics, leather or wood, the choices are limited. This is the

an existing fieldbus system. And since Wieser Automation selects the laser

gap we plan to fill with our newly developed W:Laser machine. This solution

based on a customer’s specific application, absolute openness regarding the

was designed as a standard system with many customization options, including

I/O periphery was crucial.

the input and output of the parts being processed, as well as the option to
integrate different laser types for different materials. It is also available as a

Open communication standard is a must

modular or standalone system.

The laser machining system uses the EtherCAT fieldbus system to enable I/O
communication. Roland Hotter points out the importance of the protocol’s

TwinCAT and EtherCAT form the foundation for powerful machines

openness: “We transmit a significant amount of data in a very short period of

The “laser machining” project was initiated roughly two years ago, as was the

time. In addition, the machine must also fit seamlessly into the end user’s pro-

search for capable suppliers. Ronald Hotter recalls: “In the automation tech-

duction environment. EtherCAT solves both challenges. The fact that EtherCAT

nology field, we identified Beckhoff as an extremely capable supplier of control

is open – in our case integrating with PROFIBUS – is particularly important

and drive components, particularly since in laser machining, the individual

for us, since many of our suppliers use laser sources with this particular field-

components move at very high speeds. These speeds must be implemented

bus. For our in-house developments, we were independent of any customer’s

with stable mechanical components, as well as with a specialized, powerful

specifications and could choose any fieldbus system. This is a great advantage,

software platform. TwinCAT automation software from Beckhoff provided us

and we are very satisfied with our choice, because EtherCAT gives the greatest

with simple programming and operation, short training periods, and extremely

possible flexibility.”

quick commissioning.”
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Just like the EtherCAT Terminals (top left), the five AX5000 Servo Drives (second bottom

Through compact design, the Control Panel, Embedded PC and EtherCAT I/O components

below) take up very little space in the machine’s control cabinet.

easily fit into the operator station housing.

PROFIBUS is integrated via the EL6731 master/slave terminal, which is fully

grammed in Cartesian coordinates, either with DIN-66025 commands or with

compatible with all PROFIBUS features, making it possible to include any

the PLCopen-compliant components from the PLC. An integrated dynamic

PROFIBUS device in the EtherCAT network. The safety functions, i.e. the drive

pre-controller ensures very precise movements, even at high accelerations

and safety gate monitoring, are handled by the EL6900 TwinSAFE PLC in

and speeds. Of particular benefit for Wieser Automation’s laser machine is the

connection with EL1904 and EL2904 TwinSAFE terminals and two EP1908

fact that the TwinCAT Kinematic Transformation is optimized for the Beckhoff

TwinSAFE box modules that are installed in the system. In addition to safe-

AX5000 Servo Drives.

ty-relevant data, the Beckhoff system collects numerous analog and digital
signals via EtherCAT Terminals in the control cabinet, as well as via the EP2338

A Beckhoff CX2030 Embedded PC with a dual-core Intel® Core™ i7 processor

and EP3184 IP 67 box modules.

running at 1.5 GHz serves as the core of the control system. This unit was an
obvious choice for Wieser Automation, as the engineers wanted a powerful,

Dynamic drives as essential control technology components

DIN rail-mountable PC with extensive interface expansion options. The laser

In addition to the powerful individual components, the highly efficient inter-

machine tool is operated via a built-in CP2916 multi-touch Control Panel with

action between TwinCAT and EtherCAT ensures fast, flexible operation of the

a 15.6-inch screen, linked to the Embedded PC via DVI/USB Extended.

laser machine. Its high precision, paired with very short cycle times and the
accurate control of the drives, provides significant functionality that Wieser

Service makes the difference

Automation puts to good use. Ronald Hotter explains: “We don’t employ a

To test the machinability of materials, Wieser Automation keeps one of its laser

robot for our laser machine tool, instead opting for a drive with three linear

machines in-house, enabling the design of optimally configured systems for

axes, as well as two optional rotational axes that must be controlled quickly

each customer’s specific requirements. Additional services are also available,

and precisely. Our goal is to focus on these types of 3D machines for compo-

such as process flow animations, training, production support, process opti-

nents with complex structures.”

mization, and service calls. According to sales manager Roland Hutter, these
are precisely the services his company likes to use itself when new projects

That is also why Wieser Automation’s engineers selected the AX5000 series

are being developed: “For our laser machine tool, we worked closely with our

servo drives with EtherCAT communication for maximum performance. These

suppliers’ experts from the start. Particularly for complex automation technol-

work in concert with AM8000 servomotors that feature One Cable Technology

ogy, we held many meetings with Beckhoff and continue to rely upon them for

(OCT), which combines the power supply and the feedback system into one

on-site support and help.”

cable. Ronald Hotter continues: “The TwinCAT drive technology and motion
control solutions provide the best possible foundation for our single- or
multi-axis positioning tasks, providing an effective solution for the inherently
high dynamic requirements.”
In addition to the TwinCAT CNC, TwinCAT Kinematic Transformation makes
it possible to implement various robotic functions. The movements are pro-
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Further information:
www.laserautomation-wieser.com
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PC-based control:
The platform
for implementing
creative ideas
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Michel Matuschke,
Market Manager Stage
and Show Technology,
Beckhoff

In parallel with the growth in world population and the share of prosperity

Our current “entertainment industry” contains numerous examples of the

found within large industrialized populations, the entertainment technology

variety of applications and uses for PC-based control, including light control

industry is booming on all fronts. This trend will clearly continue in the coming

(Stage Entertainment, page 60 / Kuopio City Theater, page 64), a stage man-

decades, because as spending power grows beyond covering basic needs, the

ager console (HFE, page 66), a stage turntable (HOAC, page 62), and a kinetic

desire for and ability to enjoy entertainment and culture grows by leaps and

installation in a museum (MKT, page 56).

bounds. Whether this is a visit to the opera, a musical, a live music concert,
or an amusement park, people want to be immersed in a fantasy world away
from their everyday life – or even forget about it for a while.
All the special effects that amaze and delight us obviously involve technology.
Be it the movements of the under- and over-stage machinery that bring about
a complex stage conversion within seconds, magical lighting effects that are
tuned to the music, animatronic figures in theme parks, control of 4- and 5-D
effects in cinemas, a kinetic installation or a water door that interacts with
humans. In other words, for all the magic that captivates us, there is high-tech
engineering in the background. Beckhoff control technology is used successfully in these types of applications, all over the world.
Thanks to its modularity and openness, PC-based control technology is ideally
suited for stage and show technology applications. With the integration of
all relevant stage technology interfaces and protocols for lighting, audio and

At Prolight + Sound 2015, visitors can experience the wide range

multimedia in its technology platform – including DMX, sACN, ArtNet, SMPTE

of PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology at the Beckhoff

Timecode and PosiStageNet – Beckhoff offers a component kit that opens up

booth. With ArtNet III and PosiStageNet, we present the integra -

virtually limitless opportunities for system integrators in the implementation

tion of additional protocols for transporting DMX data via Ethernet

of creative ideas.

and object positions. We will also present the new AX8000 multiaxis servo system for very short control cycles and high-precision

Beckhoff has always seen itself as a developer of a universal control technol-

positioning.

ogy. Nonetheless, time and time again our customers amaze us by how they
use our components and for what purposes. For example, when we developed

Visit Beckhoff between 15 and 18 April at Prolight + Sound in

our servo terminal I/O solution we didn’t expect it to form the basis of the

Hall 9.0, Booth E84, and be inspired by the variety of application

“Kinetic Rain” installation at Changi Airport in Singapore. This is a highly com-

possibilities of PC-based control technology in discussions with

plex application in which 1,216 servo axes are moved synchronously, based on

our experts.

EtherCAT and our TwinCAT control software. We look forward to discovering
further examples of how our customers, who participate in the creation of

We look forward to your visit!

“dream worlds” as “creativity to technology translators”, turn their creative
ideas into solutions by leveraging technology from Beckhoff.
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The projection surfaces are suspended on 30 steel cables. Their
movement through the three exhibition levels with a height of
around 15 meters is individually controlled by servomotors. A
total of eight projectors are installed, five of which on the ceiling

© ATELIER BRÜCKNER/Michael Jungblut

of the third floor and one each on the other three floors.

High-tech media technology in museum makes history a more interactive experience

PC-based control system adds
life to kinetic landscape model
Presenting regional history in a scientific and, at the same time, exciting and eye-catching manner is a challenge for museum directors.
At the State Museum of Archaeology in Chemnitz, Germany, this balance has been achieved rather successfully: history has become
a multi-sensory experience, thanks to state-of-the-art multimedia technology. The kinetic landscape model depicting the Free State of
Saxony, which hovers in the foyer of the building, is no doubt unique in the German museum landscape. As the model moves through
three floor levels, a film is projected onto it, illustrating the development of Saxon cultural history. The implementation, production, and
installation of the kinetic model took eight months before it was officially opened in August 2014. Scenography specialists, ATELIER
BRÜCKNER came up with the idea and overall concept. The technical implementation was handled by MKT AG, leading experts for
permanent kinetic installations. TAMSCHICK MEDIA+SPACE were responsible for the media design and production.

The State Museum of Archaeology Chemnitz, or ‘smac’ for short, opened in

High-tech in the museum: kinetic installation

May 2014 and is based at the former Schocken department store, a building

makes education an experience

in the center of Chemnitz with origins stemming from the classical modernism

“The ‘time-dynamic model of Saxony’ has an interactive and didactic function

period. In its permanent exhibition over three levels, and covering a total area

when it is operated from the ground floor, as well as an auto-active attraction

of over 3,000 square meters, smac presents 300,000 years of Saxon history

as a linking, vertical timeline,” notes Prof. Uwe R. Brückner, Creative Director

based on archaeological finds. The exhibition documents the changes from a

of ATELIER BRÜCKNER, who designed this innovative media exhibition format

natural landscape to a settlement landscape and to the modern cultivated land-

for smac.

scape within the borders of today’s Free State of Saxony, driven by people and
against the background of changes in environmental and climatic conditions.

The kinetic model floats in the center of the building and connects the foyer

“We show archaeology, as it really is – looking back in history and toward the

with the three exhibition levels above – both visually and content-wise. The

future at the same time,” explains curator Dr. Sabine Wolfram. “We answer

individual, translucent slabs move through the 15 meter high space, suspended

universal questions with new methods; that’s why our museum has something

on 30 steel cables. The film and sound effects are synchronized with the flow-

to offer for everyone.”

ing, dynamic up and down movement of the slabs. “The media sculpture moves
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Curator, Dr. Sabine Wolfram: “The spectacular show mode is no doubt a highlight
in the museum experience for smac visitors. The most impressive view is from
the third floor, with the landscape sculpture moving towards the observer.”
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The “slabs”, which represent a projection from above and below, move into the

When the sculpture is not in show mode, it is positioned on the ground floor, so

light cone, and dynamic projection mapping ensures that the sharpness of the image

that visitors can interact with it and search for clues. Eight touchscreens can be used

is precisely adjusted, according to the axial movement.

to call up information on the archaeology, as well as the cultural and economic
history of the Free State of Saxony. The display can be transferred from the monitor
to the Saxony model.

through the vertical air space of the museum once per hour. It forms a narrative

MKT has a proven track record of a number of kinetic installations around

bracket and a link for the exhibition content on the individual floors, a ‘memory

the globe. One of the most prestigious projects is “Kinetic Rain” at Changi

machine’ that sends us on a poetic journey through 300,000 years of Saxon

Airport in Singapore, where 1,216 axes are moved synchronously. However,

history,” according to Charlotte Tamschick, Creative Director of TAMSCHICK

the “Kinetic Rain” loads that must be coordinated are in the sub-kilo range,

MEDIA+SPACE, referring to the multimedia aspect of the kinetic installation.

whereas the slabs of the Saxony model weigh of up to 42 kg, depending on
their size. This results in significantly more stringent demands on the cables,

When the sculpture is not in show mode, it is positioned on the ground floor,

cable drums and motors – for each slab, three cable drums with a diameter

so that visitors can interact with it and search for clues. Eight touchscreens

between 300 and 400 mm are used. “The 15 servo axes are driven by Beckhoff

arranged around the sculpture can be used to call up information on the

AX5x03 servo drives with integrated TwinSAFE option card and AM8043 servo

archaeology as well as the cultural and economic history of the Free State of

motors with AG2300 planetary gear units,” explained Michel Matuschke,

Saxony. The display can be transferred from the monitor to the Saxony model,

Branch Manager for theater and entertainment technology at Beckhoff.

so that several queries can be superimposed, and visitors can interact with each
other. “The result is a constantly changing topography – a ‘tableau vivant’ of

“MKT appreciated the fine scalability of our components, such as the servo

Saxony,” says Charlotte Tamschick.

drives, which are used in single- and two-channel versions at smac. In addition
to the weight limits, the minimal installation space in the ceiling of the top floor

Compact and scalable: tailored control technology

presented a further technical challenge. The entirety of the equipment had to be

Peter Haschkamp, one of the two directors of MKT AG, the company commis-

accommodated within an area of 6 x 9 m. This task could only be accomplished

sioned to undertake the technical implementation of the kinetic sculpture,

through a distributed control architecture, such as the one offered by PC-based

describes the technical characteristics of the installation. “A major challenge

control technology,” Peter Haschkamp added. “It enables us to distribute the

was the weight of the installation and the load distribution, taking into ac-

control components evenly across the ceiling. We had already worked with

count the existing structural conditions. The total weight is around eight tons,

Beckhoff on several previous projects and once again closely cooperated with

including the slabs, the cable drums, the motors and the projectors, which had

them in the development of the technical solution for the Saxony model.” Axel

to be distributed across the ceiling in such a way that the structure of the

Haschkamp, co-director of MKT AG, mentions the “whisper-quiet” operation

historic building was not affected. This meant that the technical solution had

of the Beckhoff motors as a further advantage. It enables the slabs of Saxony

to be very compact.”

model to float silently through the space.

The axes and all the sensors, including the safety technology, are controlled

EtherCAT: precise synchronization of multi-axis motion

separately via two built-in C6525 Industrial PCs from Beckhoff. TwinCAT NC

and projection mapping

PTP is used as automation software, which also calculates the high-precision

Christian Lungershausen, Manager of Focus4 GmbH and responsible for the

movements.

programming of interactive displays and the cinematic projections, describes
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Companies and institutions involved
in the dynamic model of Saxony:
Scientific concept and data: Saxony Archaeological State Office
Idea and concept: ATELIER BRÜCKNER GmbH
Technical development and implementation: MKT AG
Media design and production: TAMSCHICK MEDIA+SPACE GmbH
© ATELIER BRÜCKNER/Michael Jungblut

Music and sound design: BLUWI Music and Sounddesign GbR
Programming of interactive displays and projections: Focus4 GmbH
Control system: Beckhoff Automation GmbH & Co. KG
Further information:
www.smac.sachsen.de
www.atelier-brueckner.com
www.mkt-ag.de
www.tamschick.com
www.focus4.de

During its journey through the museum foyer, the time-dynamic Saxony model stops
at each exhibition floor. The exhibition content of each floor is reflected in the images
and sounds of the cinematic projection.

At a glance:
Solutions for the stage and show technology
Control of a kinetic installation with dynamic projection
mapping

the special features of the project: “We installed a total of eight projectors –
five on the third floor and one each on the other three floors – to display the

Customer benefits
− Fast transfer and processing of large data quantities
− Compact and modular control and drive modules as a prerequisite for the technical implementation of the project

film material onto the landscape model. A distinction is made between two
modes: in interactive mode, visitors are able to project certain content onto
the Saxony model while it is positioned on the ground floor. In show mode,
the model moves through a space that is around 15 meters high, requiring
coordinated interaction of all eight projectors. The “slabs”, which represent

Applied PC Control
− Servo drives and servomotors for dynamic motion control
− EtherCAT Terminals
− Safety terminals
− TwinCAT NC PTP

a projection from above and below, move into the light cone. During the
movement between the floors, the projection data are transferred between
the projectors. Dynamic projection mapping ensures that the correct image is
applied and the focus is adjusted.”
“The task was solved simply and ingeniously by connecting the media control
PCs with the slab movement controller via TwinCAT ADS (Automation Device
Specification). It requires no additional hardware and is simply implemented
via Ethernet by integrating the ADS communication DLL in the media control
program,” said Raphik Shahmirian, sales representative at the Beckhoff office
in Munich. “Because of this open communication interface, the media controller knows the exact positions of the slabs at all times and can switch the focus

The State Museum of Archaeology Chemnitz is based at the former Schocken
department store in the center of Chemnitz, Germany. Erich Mendelsohn, a famous
architect of the classical modernism period, designed and planned the building
between 1927 and 1930 for the department store group owned and founded by the
Jewish Schocken brothers.
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Innovative light control in Hamburg’s new musical theater

Beckhoff lighting control for the musical,
“Das Wunder von Bern” (The Miracle of Bern)
The new “Stage Theater an der Elbe” in Hamburg, Germany opened in November 2014 with the world premiere of the musical,
“Das Wunder von Bern” (The Miracle of Bern). The facility is the first new theater built by musical production company Stage
Entertainment, and sets new standards in the world of musicals for advanced stage equipment. The success story of Stage Entertainment – which operates 25 venues around the word, including eleven in Germany – began in 2001 with a performance of
Disney’s “The Lion King”, which has delighted audiences to the tune of over 10 million attendees to date.

With “The Miracle of Bern” (which is based on the Sönke Wortmann film of

Flexible lighting control via Embedded PC and DMX Terminals

the same name), Stage Entertainment producer and owner, Joop van den Ende

Playing key roles in modern musicals – in addition to the music, songs, dance

deliberately decided on a production with a German theme. Set against the

routines, stage design and costumes – are light, sound and special effects,

background of the German post-war era and featuring a touching father/son

much more so than in classical theater and opera performances. Lighting,

story, the musical tells the story of Germany’s first World Cup soccer title in

in particular, is an important tool to grab the attention of viewers, create

1954. The “Stage Theater an der Elbe”, with investment costs estimated at

tension, and to rouse emotions. In addition to the stage lights, so-called non-

65 million euros, was built in less than three years in the port area of Hamburg.

dims (switchable power supplies), blue light, backstage way lighting, video

The impressive building, with its high glass façade and domed roof with shim-

streams, and architectural lighting installations must be controlled. Typically,

mering stainless steel shingles, was built on steel and concrete supports drilled

this is accomplished with a lighting control console. “In addition to the main

into the Elbe River sand. Various foyers, the auditorium, with a capacity of

lighting control console, we have a second, independent lighting control

1,850; the main stage with an area of almost 350 m²; the two auxiliary stages;

system referred to as Scenestore, which we use for rehearsals or for backup

the service building with dressing rooms; as well as the workshops and plant

lighting in the event of a fault,” said Andy Peistrup, Stage Entertainment’s

rooms, cover an area of 10,200 m². The “Stage Theater an der Elbe” meets all

lighting coordinator. “In lighting control systems, we often have the problem

the requirements of a modern musical theater and a global destination, desig-

that, in principle, only one DMX transmitter feeds into the system. Even in

ned with Stage Entertainment’s very elaborate productions in mind.

constellations with a main desk and an emergency desk, the DMX output
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Hamburg’s new “Stage Theater an der Elbe” opened in November 2014 with the

The “Stage Theater an der Elbe” in Hamburg, Germany is the ﬁrst new theater

world premiere of the musical “Das Wunder von Bern” (The Miracle of Bern).

building created by musical production company, Stage Entertainment on its own.
It is equipped with state-of-the-art stage technology and breaks new ground in the
world of musicals.

takes place at a single point. If this device fails, the lighting system, including
the room light, is no longer controllable, and the auditorium and the stage
are in the dark. The Scenestore, developed by Stage Entertainment, enables
the room light to be activated in the event of a fault, and the data from the
lighting control console to be suppressed. Power supplies that are switchable
via DMX (non-dims), such as for moving lights or video cameras, can also be
controlled with the Scenestore.
“If there is ever a problem at the lighting control console, for example a shortterm DMX loss during saving, fixture cloning, or rebooting, the non-dims are
de-energized and these consumers are switched off. Restarting and activating
a rig with possibly 120 moving lights may take 15 to 20 minutes,” said Andy
Peistrup. Failure of the blue light could severely disrupt a show. “That’s why

Scenestore is a secondary lighting control system developed by Stage Entertain-

it is important to be able to control these ‘channels’ independently,” noted

ment. The system is independent of the main lighting control console and used for

Stage Entertainment’s lighting expert. “This is where our Scenestore control

rehearsals as well as for backup in the event of a fault.

panel comes in, controlling the channels independently of the lighting control
console. The channels remain at their set values – regardless of the state of
the lighting control console and/or the operator.” Scenestore is also used

and actuators. “We decided to use the PC-based control platform because

during rehearsals: the saved lighting scenes can simply be called up through

it is designed for continuous industrial operation, and components can be

the control panels on the stage or by the usher, thereby avoiding the need to

supplied within 24 hours. With a total of nine performances running seven

start up the lighting control console. A specialized lighting technician is no

days a week, reliable technology is a must-have for us,” Andy Peistrup added.

longer required. The same goes for maintenance or cleaning operations, as

“The operating system and programs are stored on a removable memory

Scenestore, or various flexible auxiliary control panels, enable the room light

card, so that system troubleshooting and service are easier in the event of a

to be switched on without the need to power up the main lighting control

fault. After our first positive experience with Beckhoff, we intend to use the

panel. The auxiliary control panels are linked to the central controller in the

technology in other shows.”

control cabinet and can also be locked from there.
The Scenestore is controlled by a CX5010 Embedded PC with directly attached
DMX terminals and further I/O modules for controlling distributed sensors
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The new playhouse in Copenhagen has three stages
and can accommodate an audience of around 1,000.

Automated stage technology at the Royal Danish Theater in Copenhagen

Embedded PC controls movable stage
turntable at historic Danish theater
The playhouse at the Royal Danish Theater in Copenhagen serves as Denmark’s center for dramatic arts programs. In addition to the
actors’ performances, advanced stage technology plays a key role in the production of the theater’s impressive shows. A prime example is the movable stage turntable, produced by German manufacturer HOAC and intelligently controlled by a Beckhoff Embedded PC.

Established in 1985, HOAC Stage Technology GmbH, based in Moers, Ger-

equipment for all performance types. At the time, the designs for the play-

many, develops and manufactures aluminum-based systems and machine

house had to be scaled back to some degree, in order to meet budget and

components for theater and stage technology. Supported by leading-edge

time constraints. For example, the turntable that had been proposed for the

PC-based control technology, the system-compatible structures offer a high

stage machinery was not realized, despite the fact that enough space would

degree of flexibility and functionality. The company is EN 1090 1-3 and ISO

have been available.

3834 certified, represented in almost all European countries as well as the
major theaters in North America and Asia and provides cross bars, stage and

In 2013, this deficiency was rectified using a movable turntable from HOAC,

ballet carts, as well as stands and curtain pulley systems. HOAC also supplies

as managing director Dr. Gabriele Hogg explains: “We used a 16 x 16 meter

stage turntables, which are available in various sizes, with internal or external

scenery wagon, including a turntable with an integrated outer ring measuring

drives, and with manual or programmable control.

15 meters in diameter. The scenery wagon moves from backstage to the main
stage by means of four integrated motors, guided linearly by lateral rollers in

Movable turntable for the new playhouse

the recessed platforms and is lowered to a depth of 30 cm. This enables fast

The Royal Danish Theater – Det Kongelige Teater – in Copenhagen was

switching between shows utilizing the turntable and shows that take place on

established in 1874. The new Royal Opera was opened in 2005, and a new

the podiums of the main stage, for example. The turntable can even be moved

playhouse was built in 2008 to provide adequate space and advanced stage

during the rotary motion.”
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The turntable at the Copenhagen playhouse can not only be rotated
but at the same time moved from the backstage to the main stage.

A high-performance and very compact control system was
implemented using the CX5010 Embedded PC and EtherCAT Terminals.

Embedded PC controls all movements

nals, as well as point-to-point axis positioning with TwinCAT NC PTP software.

Christian Leurs, who is responsible for design and process engineering at

Added to this is the use of established IT tools, as Dr. Gabriele Högg explained:

HOAC, describes one of the special design requirements necessary for the

“The turntable controller can store the programs for up to 10 different shows,

turntable: “For the Copenhagen project, a scenery wagon with integrated

with up to 50 scenes each. These can be easily transferred to a USB stick and

turntable had to be positioned using a bar code. Thanks to the flexibility

edited in the form of an XML file. Another very important aspect for us is

of our system, we are able to move over a defined distance without actual

remote maintenance, which is also easy to implement with the corresponding

data. Control is handled by a CX5010 Embedded PC with Intel® AtomTM pro-

option that is integrated in Beckhoff controllers.”

cessor, as the flexibility and openness offered by PC Control from Beckhoff
were particularly important to us. For example, it enabled the I/O level to be
implemented in a compact and modular manner via EtherCAT Terminals, in
particular the EL1008, EL2008 and EL2004 digital terminals, and EL3051 and
EL4032 analog terminals.”
A further advantage of the openness of the system is simple and precise control of the asynchronous motor frequency converters via the EtherCAT Termi-
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EtherCAT controls DMX systems

Integrated lighting control
at the Kuopio City Theater
In the fall of 2014, the City Theater in Kuopio, Finland reopened its doors after a two-year renovation and conversion period.
It is the largest theater in eastern Finland that offers sophisticated and diverse entertainment to people in the region. Roughly
eight to ten premieres and about 300 performances are held each year. To bring the theater’s operations up-to-date technologically, the city’s government decided to expand the 1960s’ building and renew its technical equipment. The concept of a central
lighting panel that controls the local DMX systems via an Embedded PC turned out to be the best available solution in terms of
user-friendliness, flexibility and cost.
The theater’s expansion and conversion, which was handled by ALA Architects

Embedded PC integrates all lighting controls

in Helsinki, incorporates the existing building’s materials – glass and white

In the past, the stage lighting in Kuopio’s City Theater was controlled via a

concrete panels – without ignoring the originality of the previous design.

DMX-based panel, but the auditorium lights, the blue backstage lighting, the

With its "folds", the facade of fiber-reinforced concrete reminds the observer

work lighting and the power outlets were all controlled separately. “As a

of a giant origami. To connect the old and new parts, the architects attached

result, we had to maintain multiple systems, which meant multiple suppliers,

a bridge-like section that runs from the old building’s lobby to the new audi-

different programmers, many subcontractors and lots of work when systems

torium while forming a protective canopy. In its new incarnation, the facility

had to be changed,” says Juha Westman, Technical Director of the Kuopio

now features a main stage with 464 seats, a studio theater with flexible

City Theater.

seating and state-of-the-art stage technology, and expanded technical areas.
Also upgraded were all technical systems from HVAC and electrical systems

“The decision to install PC-based control technology from Beckhoff was made

to stage technology and lighting controls.

in accordance with the end user’s requirements,” explains Aki Kalajainen,
Manager Building Automation at Beckhoff. “The Kuopio City Theater wanted
to have flexible control of its DMX environments independent of the lighting
panel. It wanted to have lights that could be controlled outside of the show
mode – for example during rehearsals or maintenance work. They also wanted
to be able to easily integrate third-party systems. And the new system had to
deliver a high level of flexibility with regard to system changes or expansions.
All these requirements can be implemented much more easily and cost-effectively with an open, PC-based control solution than with conventional
systems,” says Aki Kalajainen.

For the local visualization and user interface, the City Theater in Kuopio uses a
built-in CP6202 Panel PC, but the system can also be operated with a smartphone
via web services.
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The Beckhoff solution consists of a CX5010 Embedded PC as the central
control unit, EL6851 and EL6851-0010 DMX master and slave terminals for
controlling the local DMX environments, as well as various digital and analog
I/Os and many KL2641 relays. All in all, roughly 550 terminals were installed.
And with the BK1250 bus terminal, both EtherCAT and standard bus terminals could be mixed in the same bus station. The BK1250 recognizes the bus
terminals and automatically assigns them on the EtherCAT system’s process
map. “For the local visualization and user interface we use the built-in CP6202
Panel PC, but the system can also be operated with a smartphone via web
services,” explains Jussi Piispanen of Beckhoff’s Finnish subsidiary.

The City Theater in Kuopio, Finland. The building’s old and new sections are connected by a kind of bridge that runs from the lobby in the old part along its facade to the

EtherCAT provides the backbone

auditorium in the new part while forming a protective canopy.

The backbone of the new control platform is provided by EtherCAT, the
high-performance, Ethernet-based fieldbus which was developed for industrial
real-time communication. In connection with the EL6851 master terminal, it
allows for the operation of an almost unlimited number of DMX environments
simultaneously. With a cycle time of 10 ms and a single PLC task, 100 or more
DMX environments can transmit the full protocol bandwidth of 512 channels.
“Thanks to the option to integrate multiple DMX master or slave terminals
into the system, the DMX environments can be distributed from the control
panel to different switch cabinets and directly controlled via EtherCAT, which
simplifies the DMX cabling and gives us more flexibility,” explains Juha
Westman.
“With the freely programmable TwinCAT automation software and the TwinCAT
PLC DMX software library, we can create various lighting scenarios and assign
them to buttons or graphical interface elements,” adds Jussi Piispanen. “Even
the relays are individually configurable as ‘off relays’, which switch off automatically at a specified time after the end of a performance.”
In show mode, the input from the DMX slaves is copied to the outputs of the
DMX master. Outside of show mode, when the control panel is not in use,

Based on a PC- and EtherCAT-based control platform, the City Theater in Kuopio

such as during rehearsals or custodial work, certain control functions are

accommodates ﬂexible and independent control of the DMX environments, inte-

available via buttons and the graphical interface. At these times, the Beckhoff

grated light switches and buttons, and the ability to integrate third-party systems.

platform controls all lighting and power control operations. The buttons for
controlling the system in non-show mode are integrated via the digital KL2641
relay output terminal, which also controls the voltage of the DMX lights and
the power outlets during shows. In show mode, these buttons can be locked

interfaces such as DMX, sACN, Modbus and more,” explains Jussi Piispanen,

to block unintended control commands. The manual operation option of this

before adding that “EtherCAT has several more advantages, such as flexible

terminal has another benefit, for example during start-up phases when power

topologies and easy cabling, which provide significant cost benefits.”

is needed, but the controller has not yet completely powered up.
“For everyday theater operations, PC- and EtherCAT lighting control has a
“The customer also wanted the ability to integrate additional components into

series of benefits with regard to new usage options, increased flexibility and

the stage technology such as a fog machine, which exists in the DMX world.

more user-friendliness,” adds Juha Westman.

This requires a connection with the HVAC system so that the fog can be drawn
in the right direction and the ventilation system adjusted accordingly. The
serial KL6041 interface makes it possible. The communication between the
central controller and the fog machine and the HVAC system runs over Modbus. This makes EtherCAT the powerful backbone, which covers all important
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Modular, flexible, high-performance: PC-based control meets all requirements for modern stage management systems

EtherCAT and TwinCAT
optimize stage processes
HFE Professional Studio Equipment, based in Leipzig, Germany, specializes in system solutions for theaters, opera houses and concert halls, as well as broadcasting corporations. The company’s product range includes a state-of-the-art stage management system
that can coordinate all technical operations of a theater performance. In view of the ever-increasing demands in the production of
stage events, HFE developed a powerful and flexibly expandable solution that enables the connection of light signals, audio and
video, call system and intercom. As an alternative to conventional versions of AV control systems for stage management, it combines
ease of use with the performance and interface variety of the PC- and EtherCAT-based control platform from Beckhoff.

Stage managers are responsible for the trouble-free operation of theater per-

or complete EtherCAT segments can be connected at the junction ports. “The

formances. Using the stage management system, coordination of the whole

flexible bus topology offered by EtherCAT is a great advantage for theater ap-

performance and rehearsal sequences, including transformation of the stage

plications. The Hot Connect function based on EtherCAT and enabled through

settings for the next scene, light changes or timely use of tone sequences,

defined bus segment groups is a big advantage compared to conventional

sounds, and recordings, is all possible from a central location. The stage

solutions,” noted Christian Just. “In this way, individual system groups, such

management console provides the communication platform for the stage

as flexible operating points, can be exchanged during service operations. The

operation, connected with all the rooms in the entire theater building via call

short signal propagation and switching times, plus the high data throughput of

and intercom systems, monitors, and cameras.

EtherCAT are significant benefits: responses to user inputs occur in real-time,
reducing latencies to a minimum.” In addition to high performance, users also

Industry-proven technology in the theater

benefit from minimal cabling effort, as well as the full Ethernet compatibility

In order to meet the complex technical requirements of modern theater

of EtherCAT, i. e. support of external devices with Ethernet-based protocols.

performances, HFE uses the PC-based control platform from Beckhoff as the
foundation for its stage management systems. “Theaters place high demands

Interface diversity sets no limits on creativity

on system reliability. Therefore, it made sense to use components that have

Due to its wide range of interfaces, the PC platform allows the integration and

been tried and tested continuously in industrial applications. Many customers

control of all relevant components of a stage management system. “State-

also ask for long-term availability of controls products, in order to protect

of-the-art performances require solutions that are versatile and expandable,

their investment. All of this is available with Beckhoff control technology,”

in accordance with the requirements common to ‘everyday life’ in the events

says Christian Just, IT and Development Engineer at HFE. According to the

business,” Christian Just states. “With our newly-developed stage manage-

specialists from HFE, the central control platform with local I/O modules is

ment system, we are able to respond rapidly to user requirements. This applies

ideal for enabling functions at distributed locations in theater applications.

to the integration of additional interfaces, as well as the functionality of the
user interface and the control logic.” The modularity and signal diversity of

EtherCAT, the real-time communication backbone

the Beckhoff I/O system are perfect for this purpose. Be it digital or analog

of the control system

I/Os, serial protocols (RS232/422/485), IP-based protocols, DMX or timecode:

The central control platform of the HFE stage manager console is a CX5020

“The Beckhoff components, which are available centrally and locally, enable

Embedded PC with TwinCAT 3.1 automation software and EtherCAT, the

us to map virtually any application scenario,” according to Christian Just. This

high-performance industrial Ethernet system. The local system components

makes it possible to integrate existing and external systems in the stage man-

with digital and analog I/Os are also connected to the control unit via EtherCAT.

agement system. For example, light control can be integrated via the EL6851

A modular star hub can be created by using several EK1122 EtherCAT junctions

DMX terminal. Various Bus Couplers support the simple migration of data

(or EK1501 for optional fiber optic connections) in a station. Individual devices

from existing bus systems to EtherCAT communication (e.g. EIB/KNX, M-BUS).
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The central control platform of the HFE stage manager console is a CX5020 Embedded PC with the
TwinCAT 3.1 automation software and EtherCAT, the high-performance industrial Ethernet system.

The stage manager console

The Adunas software developed

developed by HFE provides a

by HFE runs on Windows, Linux and

powerful and ﬂexibly expandable

Android-based operating systems.

solution for connecting light

This also allows implementation of

signals, audio and video, as well

distributed user interfaces, such as

as call and intercom systems.

operation via smartphone, for example.

The EL6001 (RS232) and EL6021 (RS422/485) EtherCAT Terminals enable the

Currently, the system runs on Windows, Linux, and Android-based operating

flexible connection of serial devices. EtherCAT Terminals with special functions

systems. This makes it possible to realize distributed user interfaces that can

deal with reading of the curtain status (EL5001 – SSI encoder interface) or the

be configured according to each application.

auditorium lighting level (EL3681 – multimeter terminal).
The specific versions that HFE offers its customers range from the design of
Customized solutions based on an open system

the stage manager console and the configuration of the operating elements

On the software side, HFE is excited about the flexibility and openness of the

and displays, to the actual system functions. “We pursue an open concept.

PC platform. With the integrated ADS interface in TwinCAT, the company is

Together with our customers, we develop systems to suit their needs, at a price

able to easily connect Adunas, its AV control software for stage management

that is comparable to a standard solution,” explains Christian Just.

systems, with the Beckhoff control system.
In addition to the further development of the existing system, HFE also intends
Conventional, physical controls, such as buttons or knobs are still popular

to use its technological potential for system solutions in other areas. Currently,

with the theater industry. HFE complements these with touch-enabled Panel

the company is working on the design for a digital information system for

PCs running their Adunas software. “For the stage manager, this means

broadcasters.

comfortable operation without compromising on familiar processes and
conventional input and output methods,” says Christian Just. The Adunas AV
control software extends the functionality and usability of the overall system.
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The CGM rotary indexing system presented by IMA at the Automatica 2014
trade show is particularly compact and
versatile through the use of PC-based
motion control.
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TwinCAT 3 as control software for a rotary indexing system

Virtual master uses electronic
cam plate to synchronize
three-axis motion system
IMA Automation, based in Amberg, Germany, facilitates the ever-changing needs of assembly applications with a new, compact rotary indexing system, which enables up to eight assembly steps. The system offers enhanced production flexibility and,
at the same time, increased operational and energy efficiency. Making these improvements possible are PC-based control
technology with TwinCAT 3 automation software from Beckhoff, as well as the replacement of pneumatic drives with high
performance servo drive technology.

The automotive industry is a prime example of dramatically increasing production demands, as Thomas Ernst, Technical Director of IMA Automation
Amberg GmbH, states: “Cars have essentially become ‘internationally-recognized works of art’. Experts estimate that the OEM contribution of parts has
fallen to around 25 %, with the remainder originating from suppliers around
the globe. This presents industry suppliers with a challenge: On the one hand,
each new order improves plant capacity utilization. On the other hand, each
order is different, i.e. even the smallest connector must be customized for
individual manufacturers. In addition, there have been tremendous improvements in injection molding technology. In the past, up to nine individual components had to be assembled for a connector. Today, this number has fallen
to three or four. Many existing assembly systems, such as rotary indexing
machinery with 12 or 16 main workstations, are too large and inflexible for
these requirements.”
The CGM has eight main workstations.

Compact rotary indexing system features high assembly flexibility
IMA resolved these challenges by developing the CGM, a servo-driven rotary

higher cycle capacity – up to 50 cycles per minute – but also reduces energy

indexing system with eight main workstations. Thomas Ernst explains: “The

consumption.”

CGM is ideal for companies producing small parts from a limited number of
components with moderate production volumes. Target sectors include the

In the CGM servo-rotary transfer machine, the three main movements of the

automotive, electronics, and consumer goods industries, with custom versions

rotary indexing table (horizontal stroke, vertical stroke and rotary movement)

for the pharmaceutical and medical sectors in development. The system is more

can be controlled freely and independently of each other via individual servo-

compact and flexible, while offering increased cost-effectiveness in terms of

motors. This provides the system with maximum flexibility for a wide range of

data acquisition, operation, and maintenance when compared to comparable

movements or sequential processes. “By decoupling the handling and rotary

cam-controlled systems with 12 or 16 stations or pneumatic solutions. Feed-

movements, we can control the waiting times between the individual stations,”

er drives and motion are centrally-controlled in a purely electromechanical

said Thomas Ernst, highlighting a key benefit of the drive concept. The rotary

manner. When compared with pneumatic systems, this not only results in

switching motion can take place at full speed, even if the pick-and-place move-
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Leveraging the multi-touch functionality of the CP3919 Control Panel, a
graphical rotary controller can be flexibly integrated via software.

The fanless C6525 IPC with external heat sink (left picture)
is designed for space-saving installation in control cabinets.
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IMA developer Hans-Jürgen Bumes said:

“The three motion axes
of the rotary indexing
system are synchronized
using the camming function of TwinCAT 3. The
existing hardware and
software solution modules
came in very handy.”

ments are slower. The stroke lengths and sequences are freely programmable,

via DVI/USB Extended. The multi-touch panel offers a 19" screen, as well as

allowing the gripping times and insertion positions to be quickly adapted to

software implementations for traditional operator control elements, such as

different system concepts.

buttons and control knobs. The I/O level consists of EK1100 EtherCAT couplers,
EL1819 (16-channel digital input) and EL2809 (16-channel digital output) HD

Open control technology with high-performance

EtherCAT Terminals, as well as EL2008 (8-channel digital output) and EL2024

motion control functionality

(4-channel digital output) EtherCAT Terminals. An EL6851 DMX master terminal

This high level of machine flexibility is achieved through the implementation of

is used for LED lighting control and operating status display.

PC-based control, as IMA programmer Franz Lederer explains: “For the CGM,
we benefited from the scalable and open control technology from Beckhoff,

TwinCAT 3 for high performance axis synchronization

which we have used in our machines since 1997. Even in the earliest days, the

On the software side, IMA uses TwinCAT NC PTP (for point-to-point motion).

key reasons for adopting the technology were the openness to interface with

The core functionality is motion control via the NC Camming library, as well as

higher-level systems, which is typical for PC-based systems, the wide range

an axis function block that specifies the associated movements through curves

of I/O components, and high-performance data communication, which at the

and a virtual master axis. The curves for the axes are automatically generated

time was still based on Lightbus. Key features of the new CGM rotary indexing

as a jerk-optimized profile, based on a predefined algorithm with a selection of

system include the exceptionally compact design of the control components,

target points, and then loaded into the NC. Specifically, the procedure utilizes

short control and reaction times, and the flexibility to implement different

motion functions, and the individual motion laws and points are rewritten

encoder systems.”

cyclically.

Another significant aspect was the availability of high-performance hard-

The operation is facilitated by TwinCAT PLC HMI, a tool for visualization created

ware and software solutions for motion control applications. IMA developer

in the TwinCAT PLC engineering environment. It can be used to parameterize

Hans-Jürgen Bumes said: “The three motion axes of the rotary indexing system

the CGM motion control functionality in tabular form, so that completely dif-

are linked and synchronized via a virtual master, a benefit of the camming

ferent motion sequences can be affected simply by changing the parameters

function (cam plates) provided by TwinCAT 3 automation software. The existing

(target points), without the need for reprogramming. The different curves are

hardware and software modules came in very handy, especially since TwinCAT

processed sequentially, as defined. Several sequences (movements) can be

facilitates flexible and efficient engineering. EtherCAT, the open, high-speed

predefined, then simply selected.

fieldbus, provides the ideal communication infrastructure as an established and
widely-used standard for third-party devices and components.”
The fanless, built-in C6525 IPC is the centerpiece of the control system. The
system is operated via a CP3919 multi-touch Control Panel, which is connected
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Perfect collaboration by four companies leads to a trendsetting office building

A building that thinks
The results can be admired in Internorm’s new office building in Traun, Austria. It combines the latest energy-efficiency concepts
with state-of-the-art office design and intelligent building automation to form an overall concept that sets examples.

Internorm is one of Europe’s largest manufacturers of windows and one of

While the employees keep debating their project, visitors enter the large lobby

the most innovative companies in Austria. It came as no surprise, therefore,

on the ground floor of the Internorm headquarters; to welcome them, their

that managing board member and co-owner Anette Klinger decided to install

names appear on the wall via LED projection. The system is also able to project

an innovative building automation solution when the company renovated and

various light patterns or videos on the lobby walls. One floor above, Anette

expanded its headquarters building in Traun, Austria. It was implemented by

Klinger welcomes here visitors in the conference room. With the push of a but-

ABM Systems, Beckhoff, U::Lux GmbH, and R. Höfler GmbH.

ton on the control unit, an Ethernet telegram is sent to a hidden Embedded PC
that handles all of the room’s sensors and actuators: The blinds are adjusted to

Stuffy office and manual controls are history

darken the room, the lights are dimmed, a screen descends, an LED projector

The days are over when employees tried to freshen the stuffy air with porta-

is turned on, and the presentation is started. While the old office buildings

ble fans, or people had to operate the sunblinds manually – with the result

from the 70s and 80s are still being upgraded without interrupting normal

that one person could see her computer monitor without any glare, but her

operations and linked to the new four-story building, the future seems to have

colleague had to turn on the lights because she was no longer able to read

already arrived in the new and renovated areas. “This is truly a quantum leap,”

her printouts. When you walk into the new building or the renovated floors

says Anette Klinger, who was able to put her own network’s knowledge to use

of the old office building today, things look very different. You are greeted

during the project. “All the window, door, facade and sunblind technologies

by inviting, open areas that are flooded with light and provide a view of the

are from Internorm or sister companies in the IFN holding.” Examples of these

offices, most of which are separated by glass panels. While two coworkers

state-of-the-art solutions include: heat-insulating Internorm window systems

are discussing a new project, they don’t even take notice when the blinds

of the latest generation with triple glazing, SOLAR+ coating and integrated

suddenly descend, because the room stays well-lit – even without artificial

I-tec ventilation with heat exchangers, glass-only elements and XL-sized

light. Vertical blinds with daylight-based controls ensure effective and ener-

sliding glass doors.

gy-saving cooling and keep the room temperature at a constant 23 degrees
Celsius (73.4 degrees Fahrenheit).
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The new Internorm building, which was designed by ISA Stein Architects in Linz,
combines the latest energy-efficient building automation systems with state-of-theart office design.

Trendsetting control technology
But what good would all this technology do if you couldn’t operate it with
ease and convenience? That’s why Anette Klinger went looking for a control
unit that would “look good while featuring optimum operability,” she tells.
“The user interface was to make both engineers and non-technical people
happy, i.e. be intuitively usable.” In the end, Internorm found what it wanted
at ABM Systems. ABM Systems prefers the innovative control panel developed
by U::Lux GmbH, because it is able to display all building technology components such as lighting, sunblinds, heating, etc. and their status. And it does all
this on the basis of industry standards. “This is the technology of the future,”
says Gerald Weixlbaum.
A picture says more than a thousand instruction manuals
How do you actually develop the technology of the future? “The idea arose
when a coworker of mine planned to build his new house,” says Klaus Haber,
General Manager of U::Lux GmbH. “We researched the control panels that
were available on the market, but couldn’t find anything that met our needs.
That’s why we decided to develop our own. After determining that it would
need a graphical screen, we looked at bus systems.” At the Power Days trade
show in Salzburg, Haber established contact with Beckhoff. “At the time we

The u::Lux control panel is as attractive

didn’t know that Beckhoff offers such a large variety of bus terminals, which

as it is user-friendly.
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The new cafeteria is open around-the-clock.

is what a building automation system needs. That’s how our cooperation with

He appreciated the device’s multifunctionality, its intuitive operability, the

one of the leading control system manufacturers came about.”

system’s openness, and the ability to adjust the menu controls. “One of the
largest benefits is that you can create room profiles for each individual user,”

A brand that instills trust

says the facility manager.

The Beckhoff brand’s reputation was what ultimately shaped Internorm’s
decision to install this new product. “The fact that is was backed by such

TwinCAT modules make for easier programming

a large company was very important for us,” explains Mario Winter, Facility

All room functions can nevertheless be fully automated. Integrating the u::Lux

Manager at Internorm. “We are familiar with Beckhoff from the systems we

panel into controllers is easy, thanks to its various communication modes.

use to automate our window production lines, and we know that they are a

These include the u::Lux Control Protocol (UCP), which transmits all data in a

reliable partner. Accordingly, we believed that their building automation solu-

single package, or the u::Lux Message Protocol (UMP), which sends or receives

tions would be no different. If the system had been backed by an unknown

a short message for each action. Beckhoff’s TwinCAT automation software

company, Internorm would not have selected it,” says Winter. “But not be-

provides the basis for the controller and handles the data traffic with the

cause we didn’t like the product,” adds Anette Klinger. On the contrary: “This

u::Lux panels. “There are currently two PLC libraries for TwinCAT,” explains

panel really stood out. When functionality is paired with good looks, you get

Klaus Haber. They provide function blocks that can be used to control the

perfection. But financial aspects also play a role when you have such a large

u::Lux components, and u::Lux Config can be instructed via the product prop-

project. We expect this solution to last for at least 20 years, which is why we

erties to generate a list of constants and variables. This file is then integrated

wanted a partner we can depend on for the long term.” With electronics, adds

into the TwinCAT programming environment.

the Internorm owner, it is important to invest in something that will continue
to work well a few years from now when it is no longer state-of-the-art.

One system, many possibilities
The more than 600 Internorm employees in Traun appreciate the new facilities,

Functionality that impresses

but some are still getting used to the modern building controls. “The fact that

“The control panel’s functionality convinced us as well. The various levels

the system is not static but requires occasional adjustments can be a cause

you can program were what impressed me the most,” says Mario Winter.

of irritation for some people, for example when the blinds suddenly move
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The open central office areas support creative processes by providing spaces where
people can get together and communicate.

IFN/Internorm Executive Anette Klinger and Isa Stein of ISA STEIN Studio für Kunst
und Architektur, Linz (f. l. t. r.)

up although the sun is out and there is no wind,” explains Anette Klinger.
The lighting and temperature controls required some modifications as well.
“Accordingly, we are in constant communication with ABM Systems to perfectly adjust the entire system to the users’ needs,” explains facility manager
Mario Winter. “The solution is not static or rigid, but grows along with the
people’s individual requirements,” says Gerald Weixlbaum of ABM Systems.
For example, it also provides the option to integrate intercom facilities, audio
and video as well as an alarm system into the building automation controls.
“All of these features deliver huge benefits to the facility management and
protect the employees,” says Mario Winter.
Shared objective: Perfection
The cooperation between Internorm, the architects and the executing companies was characterized by exceptional flexibility. “The whole implementation
of the project worked perfectly,” says Gerald Weixlbaum. The architects’ idea
to install the entire technology with more than 2,000 data points in overhead
cabinets, for example in copier alcoves, was a clear sign that all parties pursued the same goals. Christian Pühringer of R. Höfler in Linz, the company that
was in charge of all heating and control systems, is another person who is
convinced that the successful execution of the project is mostly the result of
good cooperation: “We as a general contractor can control the entire system
remotely from our offices, but ABM and Beckhoff can access it as well. This
is a major benefit.”
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Accuracy and speed highlight
EtherCAT-based filling and packaging
application for tablets and pills
Precise counting, a production cycle of 60 packaging units per minute, minimum materials waste, as well as flexible adaptation
to different tablet and pill formats were the ambitious goals Indian machine manufacturer, Parle Global Technologies set for the
development of a new integrated multi-channel tablet counting and filling machine. A simple, streamlined user interface was
another key goal to be achieved through the design process.

Integrated multi-channel counting and filling
machine for tablet and pill packaging in bottles.
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Parle Global Technologies Pvt. Ltd., headquartered in Mumbai, India, is a sup-

“This not only allowed us to reduce the control cabinet footprint, but also

plier of high-performance machines for pharmaceuticals, food and beverage,

simplify the wiring. All sourced from Beckhoff, the AS1060 stepper motors, as

as well as the packaging industry. The company’s range of machines for the

well as the compact stepper motor terminal with configurable step frequency,

pharmaceutical industry encompasses the pressing, checking, counting, filling,

64-fold micro-stepping and more than 1,000 positions per revolution, high-

and packaging of tablets and capsules, in compliance with the strict hygiene

light the feature-rich multi-channel counting machine. With this solution, Parle

requirements necessitated by this industry.

has been able to eliminate the previous bottleneck in the counting accuracy,”
K. Eswara Krishnan notes.

During the project planning phase for the multi-channel tablet counting and
filling machine, the focus was placed on the high-speed feeding of the bottles,

The new Parle machine is equipped with a three-stage multi-track tablet

optimized vibration control, the precision counting mechanism, as well as

feeder, and the speed of each stage can be intelligently controlled in such a

interfacing to upstream and downstream machines. Parle had already gained

way that the desired counting accuracy is achieved at the chosen production

experience in the past with different fieldbus systems, though the results had

rate. The EtherCAT I/O Terminals acquire the fast pulses from the various

been unsatisfactory in terms of accuracy and process speed. “Leveraging the

counting sensors at the end of each section. The complex algorithms were

high performance, PC-based control system with EtherCAT fieldbus technolo-

programmed according to IEC 61131-3 standards in TwinCAT. Control of the

gy, we were able to meet these requirements,” explains K. Eswara Krishnan,

vibration tablet feeder and an optimum flow of tablets were critical machine

Chief Operating Officer of Parle Global Technologies. He continues: “The bottle

design considerations, which were answered through synchronized control of

feeding screw, driven by a Beckhoff stepper motor, EtherCAT I/O Terminals

the analog outputs. “Our expectations for machine cycle time, 100 percent

to control the separating devices, and the vibration control were crucial to

counting accuracy, and zero scrap were entirely fulfilled by PC-based control

efficient and error-free counting and filling of the tablets.” Sensor logic for

from Beckhoff,” K. Eswara Krishnan concludes.

the ejection of empty bottles was also installed, along with an automatic start
and stop function in the event of too few bottles being fed, or a bottle jam at
the output of the machine.
Compact and simple to implement: Panel PC integrates PLC
and motion control functionality in one device
“The control platform consists of a Beckhoff CP6201 12-inch touch Panel
PC with TwinCAT PLC and motion control run-time, as well as EtherCAT I/O
Terminals and the accompanying stepper motors. The system as a whole is
exceptionally compact and simple to implement,” says K. Eswara Krishnan.
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Modular control system ensures greater flexibility in disc brake production

PC-based control is the standard
for testing and assembly
Chassis Brakes International is a globally-operating manufacturer of disc and drum brakes for cars. The company’s high-profile
customers include leading automotive companies such as PSA Peugeot Citroën, Toyota, Mercedes, Ford, and Honda. Every day up
to 25,000 disc brakes leave the bustling plant located in the French town of Angers. With the introduction of PC-based control
from Beckhoff, machine cycle times were improved by an impressive 10 to 15 percent. As a result, Chassis Brakes International
decided to implement PC- and EtherCAT-based control as their global PLC standard for their disc brake testing and assembly.

Four fully-automatic production lines and three robot stations handle disc

Openness simplifies control system retrofit

brake production at the Chassis Brakes International plant in Angers, France.

In order to make brake production even more efficient, the plant managers at

The lines consist of 20 to 30 modules, each responsible for a specific assem-

Angers decided to retrofit the entire control system of the plant. Arnaud Pillet

bly step. The plant is configured according to customer requirements for the

and Guillaume Neveu, the managers of Chassis Brakes International’s PLC

individual brake types, which means that machine modules are replaced,

project in Angers, explained their goals: “The key requirement was to ensure

moved, or added as needed. To ensure streamlined and efficient changeover

that the new PLC platform supports the existing application software that had

to new product lines or brake types, a highly flexible and modular control

been developed by Chassis Brakes International. We already had an extensive

system was required.

library of PLC and HMI objects and functions, which we were determined to
retain for future use,” said Guillaume Neveu. He added that compatibility of
the HMI with the InduSoft development platform was also desirable. Chassis
Brakes International also wanted to connect to existing equipment networked
over the Interbus fieldbus system and ensure connectivity to PROFIBUS, because some of the machines at the Angers plant are PROFIBUS-based.
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At the Angers plant, disc brakes are produced on four fully automatic production lines
and three robot stations, according to customer-specific requirements.

With these connectivity specifications in mind, Chassis Brakes International
decided on a C6920 Industrial PC with TwinCAT automation software as their
control platform moving forward. “Initially we retrofitted an individual Flexline station, which turned out to be very straightforward and simple to configure and connect,” said Arnaud Pillet. “The clear highlight of the new control
system is the 10 to 15 % improvement of the machine cycle time, thanks to
the impressive computing power of the C6920,” Guillaume Neveu added.
PC-based control selected as new PLC standard
Chassis Brakes International also decided to move forward with the Beckhoff
control platform as the PLC standard at Angers. “With this standardization,
we pursue several objectives,” explained the control experts at Angers. “We

Arnaud Pillet and Guillaume Neveu, managers of the PLC project at the Chassis

sought to employ a single programming software, as well as limit the number

Brakes International plant in Angers, France, introduced the Beckhoff control platform

of components we use, thus reducing the number of specialized personnel

as the standard for disc brake testing and assembly systems.

required for operation and maintenance of the individual machine lines.”
Depending on the degree of complexity of the respective assembly and testing
system, the company now also uses DIN rail-mounted CX5020 and CX8090
series Embedded PCs from Beckhoff, in addition to the C6920 IPCs. Following
these control system upgrades, Chassis Brakes International now uses EtherCAT
as their primary industrial communication system. “Using EtherCAT opens up
a much wider variety of industrial devices for us, since the automation market

Disc brakes from Chassis Brakes

already offers an immense range of EtherCAT-based hardware,” noted Arnaud

International. Every day up to

Pillet. The integration of PROFIBUS is realized alternatively with the PROFIBUS

25,000 disc brakes leave the plant

master terminal EL6731 or the Fieldbus Cards FC3101 resp. FC3151 via TwinCAT,

at the French town of Angers.

depending on the hardware platform, which is used. “The next step for Chassis
Brakes International”, so Arnaud Pillet, “is to define a global PLC standard for
our numerous production facilities in Poland, China, Spain, Portugal, Turkey,
and India.”

Further information:
www.chassisbrakes.com
www.beckhoff.fr
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Hanover
Hall 9, Booth F06
www.hannovermesse.com

Prolight + Sound
15 – 18 April 2015
Frankfurt / Main
Hall 9.0, Booth E84
www.prolight-sound.com

Ligna
11 – 15 May 2015
Hanover
Hall 17, Booth B19
www.ligna.de

Sensor + Test
19 – 21 May 2015
Nuremberg
Hall 11, Booth 11-127
www.sensor-test.de

Achema
15 – 19 June 2015
Frankfurt / Main
Hall 11.1, Booth A75
www.achema.de

Husum Wind
15 – 18 September 2015
Husum
Hall 5, Booth 5B25
www.husumwind.com

FachPack
29 September – 01 October 2015
Nuremberg
www.fachpack.de

Motek
05 – 08 October 2015
Stuttgart
Hall 9, Booth 9108
www.motek-messe.de

Finland

Norway

ValoLight
09 – 13 September 2015
Helsinki

Nor-Shipping
01 – 05 June 2015
Oslo
www.nor-shipping.no

Automaatio
06 – 08 October 2015
Helsinki
Hall 6
www.messukeskus.com

FMB
04 – 06 November 2015
Bad Salzuflen
www.forum-maschinenbau.com

SPS IPC Drives
24 – 26 November 2015
Nuremberg
www.mesago.de/sps

Austria

Kiinteistö
18 – 20 November 2015
Helsinki

www.smart-automation.at

Belgium

www.indumation.be

www.hispack.com

Switzerland

France

Automation & Electronics Lausanne
17 – 18 June 2015
Lausanne

Smart Industries
15 – 17 September 2015
Paris

Hungary

www.easyfairs.com

Automation & Electronics Zürich
24 – 25 June 2015
Zürich
www.easyfairs.com

Ipar Napjai
12 – 15 May 2015
Budapest
Hall A, Booth 303A
www.iparnapjai.hu

Indumation
06 – 08 May 2015
Kortrijk
Hall 6, Booth B07

Hispack
21 – 24 April 2015
Barcelona
Hall 3, Booth B250

www.messukeskus.com

www.smart-industries.fr

Smart Automation
19 – 21 May 2015
Linz
Booth 235, Zone A

Spain

Italy
SPS IPC Drives Italia
12 – 14 May 2015
Parma
Hall 2
www.spsitalia.it

ITMA
12 – 19 November 2015
Milano

UK
Science, Technology & Innovation
Exhibition
13 May 2015
Culham
Booth E27
www.exhibitions4industry.co.uk

Science, Technology & Innovation
Exhibition
14 May 2015
Harwell
Booth D47
www.exhibitions4industry.co.uk

www.itma.com
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Manufacturing & Engineering North East
08 – 09 July 2015
Newcastle
Metro Radio Arena, Booth B31

Asia

India

China

www.menortheast.co.uk

CIMT
20 – 25 April 2015
Beijing

Pharma Pro&Pack Expo
13 – 15 May 2015
Mumbai
Hall 5, Booth C31

PPMA Show
29 September – 01 October 2015
Birmingham
NEC, Booth H50
www.ppmashow.co.uk

Tabexpo
20 – 23 October 2015
London
Booth F40
www.tabexpo-london.com

Engineering Design Show
21 – 22 October 2015
Coventry
Ricoh Arena, Jaguar Hall, Booth D15
www.engineering-design-show.co.uk

South Africa

CMTS
28 September – 01 October 2015
Mississauga
Hall 1, Booth 1509
www.cmts.ca

www.pharmapropack.com

USA

CWEE
13 – 15 May 2015
Shanghai

Intec
05 – 09 June 2015
Coimbatore
Hall A, Booth 50

Offshore Technology Conference
04 – 07 May 2015
Houston
Hall Arena, Booth 8552

www.cwee.com.cn

www.intec.codissia.com

www.2015.otcnet.org

Chinaplas
20 – 23 May 2015
Guangzhou
Hall 3.1, Booth 3.1M21

Engimach
03 – 07 December 2015
Ahmedabad
Hall 12, Booth E15

Wind Power Expo
18 – 21 May 2015
Orlando
www.windpowerexpo.org

www.chinaplasonline.com

www.engimach.com

CWMTE
27 – 30 May 2015
Chongqing

Indonesia

www.cimtshow.com

www.cwmte.com.cn

Africa

Zhengzhou Industrial Exposition
21 – 23 August 2015
Zhengzhou

Manufacturing Surabaya
10 – 13 June 2015
Surabaya
Booth 416
http://manufacturingsurabaya.com

ATX East
09 – 11 June 2015
New York
Booth 2815
www.atxeast.com

Process Expo
15 – 18 September 2015
Chicago
Booth 3234

www.hm-zif.com

Israel

Automation Africa Fair
05 – 07 May 2015
Gauteng
Booth B23-28

AHTE
26 – 28 August 2015
Shanghai

www.africaautomationfair.com

www.shanghaiahte.com

New-Tech Exhibition
19 – 20 May 2015
Tel Aviv
Booth 58
www.new-techevents.com/new-tech-ex-

Pack Expo Las Vegas
28 – 30 September 2015
Las Vegas
Hall South, Booth 6163

KZN Industrial Technology Exhibition
09 – 12 June 2015
Durban
Hall 2

SIBT
23 – 25 September 2015
Shanghai

hibition

www.packexpolasvegas.com

www.sibt.com.cn

North America

China Wind Power
23 – 25 October 2015
Beijing

Canada

www.myprocessexpo.com

www.kznindustrial.co.za

The Control Roadshow Port Elizabeth
09 – 12 June 2015
Port Elizabeth
Booth 24
www.whatsnewinprocessing.co.za
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www.chinawind.org.cn

CeMAT Asia
27 – 30 October 2015
Shanghai

Fabtech
09 – 12 November 2015
Chicago
Hall South, Booth 3586
www.fabtechexpo.com

ATX Canada
16 – 18 June 2015
Toronto
Booth 947
www.atxcanada.com

www.cemat-asia.com

Industrial Automation Show
03 – 07 November 2015
Shanghai
www.industrial-automation-show.com
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For additional information on our worldwide
subsidiaries‘ and partner companies‘ trade
show schedules please check:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows
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